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Abstract 
 

Based on previous research on spatial attributes in foley and the concept that auditory immersion 

in first-person perspective computer games is enhanced by believable sound effects, this study 

explores if there is a connection between stereo foley and the believability of the first-person 

perspective, and regardless, if there is a preference to either mono or stereo foley. An interactive 

listening test was created in unreal engine 4, where 20 subjects, all considered gamers, played 

three levels that differed visually and in auditory content. In these levels, subjects auditioned two 

versions of avatar-related foley sounds. One version was mono, the other stereo. The test 

prompted the subjects to complete two tasks for each level, whereupon the foley version changed 

upon completion of the first task. The subjects then answered questions in between each level, 

regarding the foley version. They were asked to rate believability and choose a preference, as 

well as provide motivations for their choices. The quantitative data showed next no evidence that 

either mono or stereo was generally perceived as more believable or preferred. However, the 

qualitative data indicates that the majority of players tend to prefer and rate stereo foley as more 

believable in certain game environments. Furthermore, the data indicates that some subjects 

prefer a sensory replication of reality in foley. It is also shown that preference for stereo width 

vary between subjects and therefore argued that there cannot be a perfect standardized setting for 

stereo foley.  
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1. Introduction: 

The popularity of computer games today is due the fact that they provide a sense of immersion, 

which delivers the experience of living and acting inside the virtual world, separated from 

reality. Everyone who’s enjoyed a good game knows the feeling when you sink into this 

imaginary world while reality fades away and track of time is nowhere to be found. Nowadays 

the word immersion is widely used to cover a wide range of characteristics in modern media, 

frequently used when talking about computer games. However, the term immersion in modern 

media is based upon an old idea dating back to 1817 when the poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge 

wrote about the suspension of disbelief. He suggested that if one were to combine a fantasy with 

a believable likeness of realism, the readers could be willing to abandon their grasp of reality for 

the sake of entertainment (Coleridge, 1817), and thus deeply engaged by the content. Today, the 

term immersion in context of first-person point-of-view computer games could be described as 

when the players focus dwells within the virtual world and is oblivious to their physical 

surroundings, likewise, has lost the perception of passing time.  

 

A modern game that many would call immersive is Papa Sangre 2 (Somethin’ Else, 2013) which 

is a mobile game that only uses sounds to guide the player through the virtual world, instead of 

video. However, immersion in common computer games is normally achieved by a combination 

of aspects such as; story, audio, graphics and gameplay. Even though immersion is achieved by a 

blend of aspect, Papa Sangre 2 (Somethin’ Else, 2013) shows how powerful audio can be in 

order to enhance immersion in games.  

 

Still, there is not a single type of immersion due to it being highly dependent upon what kind of 

game that is played. This thesis will focus on immersion in games using first-person perspective, 

FPP, where the images projected on the screen is supposed to portray what the players fictional 

character sees through its eyes. This character, also known as an avatar is whom the player is 

supposed to be in this fictional reality, whose movement is controlled by the player. In order to 

facilitate immersion, the specific point-of-view (POV) must be sold. The player needs to believe 

they are acting or living through the FPP, which begs the question; How can sound contribute in 

developing believability in an FPP-game?   

 

2. Game-sounds function through the FPP:  

Since the virtual environment of the FPP game is highly fictional, Ekman (2008) claims that a 

sense of realism is needed to sell the illusion of immersion. This realism is not based of reality, 

but as Grimshaw (2008) states, that the player believes something to be realistic. Marks and 

Novak (2009) similarly states that in order to create the necessary connection, the sound needs to 

be believable or perceived as realistic by the player. Grimshaw (2008) states that when a player 

believes something to be realistic, a sense of perceived realism has been established. To avoid 

confusing this concept with actual realism, the term believability will henceforth be used to 

indicate said perceived realism. 

 

2.1. The first-person perspective: 

Marks and Novak (2009) states that FPP-games commonly uses diegetic visuals such as hands or 

a full body seen below the camera, and graphical interfaces fixed on screen in order to sell the 

perspective. These helps convey important information to the player and can consists of for 

example, graphical user interfaces (GUI:s), heads-up displays (HUD) integrated in the avatars 
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armor or status bars/effects projected over the screen. In order to make these believable Ekman 

(2008) declares that “A silent two-dimensional representation has limited apparent reality on its 

own, but adding sound helps perceiving the pictures on screen as physical bodies” (p.3). Marks 

and Novak (2009) delivers a similar account, that when an action is seen, the viewer expects an 

associated sound to accompany it. This expectation is vital in order to sell the virtual 

environment of the game and can be satisfied by creating an interactable soundscape in where 

the player can actively create their sound environment by moving their avatar through the virtual 

world, affecting direction and attenuation of every in-game sound (Marks and Novak, 2009). By 

designing and placing sounds to objects in the virtual 3-dimentional space sound designer creates 

a vivid soundscape that provides something tangible for the player, attaining believability.  

 

To fill this soundscape, Marks and Novak (2009) provides a set of sound effects (SFX) that can 

be used. Ambience sounds are one of the important functions that mostly goes by unnoticed, 

until they are removed. These are usually a combination of different environmental stereo-

sounds fixed around the player, called a stereobed. Accompanying this, are what called point-

FX. These are sounds that are fixed on a specific object in the virtual world, that attenuates its 

volume and frequency content based upon the players proximity to said object (Marks and 

Novak, 2009).  

 

2.2. Feedback through sound:  

Marks and Novak (2009) suggest that due to its nature, sound is a perfect tool in order to provide 

feedback, because of the human’s ability to hear in a 360 field, in contrast to the visuals, which 

only cover the players avatars line of sight. Furthermore, Grimshaw (2008) mentions an 

important correlating aspect of why sound is used as an information bearer, which is that unlike 

the eyes of a human, ears provide a constant monitoring of its surroundings, disregarding the 

heads direction. This function of human hearing is heavily used in games in order to sell the 

environment in which the players avatar resides. Marks and Novak (2009) explains that by using 

a combination of a stereo-bed and multiple point-source sounds, sound engineers create a vivid 

and realistic soundscape in where the player can actively create their sound environment by 

moving their avatar through the virtual world, affecting direction and attenuation of every in-

game sound. 

 

Similar to Ekman (2008), Marks and Novak (2009) claims that when an action is seen in the 

virtual world by the player, the viewer expects an associated sound to accompany it. This 

expectation is vital in order to sell the illusion of the game. By designing and placing sounds to 

objects in the virtual 3-dimentional space one creates a vivid soundscape that provides something 

tangible for the player. In this, sound connects the player to the game, by creating something 

believable through connecting the visuals with something the player can relate to, audio.  

 

2.3. Audio’s importance in FPP-games: 

Both Marks and Novak (2009) and Grimshaw (2008) explain that in order to understand how 

important audio is to a game, one could look to its linear sibling, movie sound, since the purpose of 

why sound effects are used are practically the same. Sound effects in movies are used to guide the 

viewer attention towards what the moviemaker deems important. Sound is also used to invoke 

emotional responses in the audience to either further the narrative or enhance the experience. If you 

were to mute the audio whilst watching a movie, the essence, or grasp of what is happening will start 

to disappear (Marks and Novak, 2009). Unlike games, it is easy to achieve these affects in film due to 

its linear attribute. It is more complex in games because the designer cannot predict what will happen 
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when or how often. Still, by designing appropriate sound effects, both diegetic and non-diegetic, for 

example button clicks in GUI:s, the game designer can invoke emotional responses and set the 

targeted mood for the game even before any gameplay.  

 

In the context of GUI:s, Marks and Novak (2009) put forth another function of sound. Due to there 

not being any tactile feedback (notice there being vibrations in console-controller, although highly 

limited) when the player performs an action in computer games, sound provide the necessary 

feedback in response to the performed action. An everyday application of this can be found with 

smartphones with touchscreens, where pressing a button on the screen won’t provide the tactile 

feedback as with an older phone with physical buttons, but a sound is played confirming that the 

button was pushed. Although players are provided with tactile feedback when they push the button 

on a keyboard or mouse, they might not understand that their action was accomplished without the 

audio confirmation, especially when the performed action can’t be visualized (Marks and Novak, 

2009).  

 

In games played through the FPP, acousmatic sounds play a big role when it comes to providing 

clues and believability to the players surrounding, as stated by Grimshaw (2008). He claims that it’s 

particularly useful in FPP-games where the players field-of-view is limited, in order to provide 

information and invoke emotions about that which is not seen, such as fear or excitement. A perfect 

real-world example of this would be previously mentioned Papa Sangre 2 (Somethin’ Else, 2013) 

where the player needs to navigate in a fictional world, effectively blindfolded due to there being no 

visual feedback. The creators used binaurally recorded (3D-audio through head-related transfer 

functions, HRTF) acousmatic and point-fx sounds to guide the player in where to move in the game. 

It also uses these sounds in order to induce fear amongst the player, which were highly successful as 

shown by the reviews of players presented by TheVerge which is an American news website 

focusing mainly on technology, claiming “perhaps the scariest game I’ve ever played.” (Webster, 

2013). 

 

The most important sound that sells the FPP however, is self-produced sounds, also called foley, 

which is used to create a connection between player and avatar. Marks and Novak (2009) and 

Grimshaw (2008) argue that using sounds such as clothing’s, footsteps, breathing and object-

handling will provide a sense of believability, which in turn creates an illusion that the player is 

embodying the avatar. These sounds are therefore extremely important when trying to sell the FPP, 

because these are the sounds humans are most familiar with from the real world and expects to hear 

as they move. However, these sounds are normally represented in an FPP-game as mono sound 

sources, which would not be a realistic representation of how humans hear similar sounds in real 

life, due to lack of spatial information. Furthermore, these sounds are important to gameplay and 

interaction as they provide the necessary feedback that confirm player action inputs, due to them 

only playing as a response to when the player performs an action. This strengthen the players 

experience of agency in the virtual world, which is crucial when trying to achieve immersion in an 

FPP-game.  

3. Immersion: 

Grimshaw, Charlton and Jagger (2011) states that immersion has been commonly described with 

words such as “huge, big, enormous” (p.29), however this is argued as a misinterpretation of the 

phenomenon. In the context of computer games using FPP Reiner and Hechts (via Grimshaw, 

Charlton and Jagger, 2011) describes immersion as a “sense of being and acting inside a virtual 

place” (p.29) which is similar to Ermi and Mäyrä’s (2005) description, “becoming physically or 

virtually a part of the experience itself” (p.4). Both these descriptions build upon a change in 
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player awareness, similar to how Grimshaw (2008) describes immersion that “the player’s 

perception that he is within the game environment, that he is the character whose hands he sees 

before him” (p.119).  

 

Grimshaw (2008), Marks and Novak (2009) and Anderson (1996, via Grimshaw 2008) claims 

that audio is the most contributing factor for achieving immersion. Anderson states that “sound is 

seventy percent of the illusion of reality in a motion picture” (p.120) which determines how 

important sounds role is in achieving a sense of realism, or believability which Grimshaw (2008) 

claims is the foundation of immersion. However, it’s important to note that audio is not the only 

aspect that contributes towards immersion. The illusion is achieved by a combination of multiple 

features in a game such as storyline, graphics and player mechanics (Grimshaw, Charlton and 

Jagger, 2011). An example of how a good storyline can achieve immersion is novels, where 

readers often lose track of time and awareness of their surroundings, then finding themselves 

with an empty hole in their lives when finished. On the other hand, a mere picture, or a painting 

as 1800-century philosopher Diderot explains, can transport a viewer’s perspective inside a 

painting, which can be seen as another interpretation of the term, immersion (Grimshaw, 

Charlton and Jagger, 2011). Consequently, many aspects of a computer game are highly capable 

of achieving different states of immersion, though in games with an FPP, no one of said aspects 

rarely accomplish full immersion alone, without the others (Grimshaw Charlton and Jagger, 

2011). 

 

3.1. Categories of immersion:  

Ermi and Mäyrä (2005) divide auditory immersion into three categories; sensory, challenge-

based and imaginary-immersion, where sensory-immersion are audio (reproduced from the 

game) that dominate the players real-time physical environmental-sounds. Challenge-based 

categories sounds that forces the player to think and analyze, such as enemy weapon fire or 

footsteps. Finally, imaginary-immersion, which they argue is the most important in achieving a 

believable FPP, categorizes audio that provides audio information that the player can relate to, 

therefore creating a connection between the player and its avatar. An example of audio that 

encourages imaginary-immersion would be foley. 

 

3.1.1. Sensory Immersion:  

All sounds that can be heard in a game can be categorized under sensory-immersion, still it’s the 

one we can control the least, since it’s highly affected by the players listening environment. 

However, it might be the most important one since it can alter the players perception of reality. 

Marks and Novak (2009) asserts that the only “real” aspects of gaming are in fact sound, due to 

its physical attributes, i.e. sound waves moving through the air surrounding the player. 

Grimshaw (2008) states that it’s because of sound’s physical presence around the player that is 

what connects both worlds. It’s important to note that the visuals 2-dimentional representation of 

the games 3-dimentional world also falls under sensory-immersion, but audios 3-dimensional 

attributes provides a much higher effect in fostering immersion. This is because of the actual 

sound waves hitting the player (emanating from the computer/consoles sound system,) 

overpowering the real worlds auditory information, creates a physical 3-dimentional soundscape 

surrounding the player, which is a complete copy of the virtual 3-dimentional soundscape in 

which the players avatar resides. Grimshaw (2008) describes this as shift of the players 

perception, creating a perceptual realism, thus immersion.  
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Comparable to Ermi and Mäyrä’s (2005) sensory-immersion, Carr (2006, via Grimshaw, 2008) 

put forward the idea of perceptual-immersion, that is “an experience monopolizes the senses of 

the participant” (p.122). These ideas are undeniably important in games that utilized FPP, where 

the player is supposed to act as their avatar. When proprioceptive sounds emanating from the in-

game avatar is projected upon the player, overriding their own physical proprioceptive sounds, a 

connection is made between player and avatar, leading to the player believing the in-games 

sounds is emanating from themselves (Grimshaw, 2008). By its mere nature then, sound can 

create a perceptual realism contributing towards immersion. Therefore, one could argue that 

immersion is not merely limited to a mental experience but can be perceived as physical as well. 

Thus, a physical experience of immersion is when the player perceives the virtual surrounding in 

the game to be their actual physical surrounding in the real world.  

 

3.1.2. Imaginary-Immersion: 

In FPP-games imaginary-immersion categorizes audio that provides the connection which is 

necessary to sell the concept that the player is the avatar (Ermi and Mäyrä, 2005). A combination 

of proprioceptive sounds with player input work in conjunction to “help the player identify with 

the characters” (Grimshaw, 2008, p.121). The most important factor here is that the player is an 

active participant in the creation of the games soundscape as stated by McMahan (2003, via 

Grimshaw, 2008) as it provides the player with a sense of agency. Collins (2013) provides an 

understanding of why this connection might occur with studies of the mirror neuron theory. 

When a human being sees or hear, in our case the avatar performing an action, a mirror neuron 

response occurs in the players head, misleading them to believe that the self-produced sound 

played from the game originated from their own body. This phenomenon creates a strong 

connection between the player and the avatar, whom then perceives the virtual reality to be their 

actual reality in who they exist, thus leading to immersion. However, the audio needs to be 

perceived as believable for this to have an effect.  

4. Believability:  

Grimshaw (2008) brings forth a problem when trying to achieve immersion with sound in FPP-

games which is the pretense that reality equals realism. One may work against themselves by 

focusing on actual realism, instead of previously established believability. A sound does not have 

to be a physical recording of the object it portraits to be perceived as believable, but might be a 

composed caricature of that sound. Kramer (n.d. via Grimshaw, 2008) brings forth the idea of 

audiation as a mental sensation which invokes a sound based upon players imagination and 

experience, that is triggered when presented by an image. One example of this would be if the 

player sees a common bird, then the sound of a bird’s squeak, or call would be invoked in the 

players mind. Therefore, by creating sound effect to an object in a game using sounds similar or 

reminiscent to what the player might invoke, a sense of believability would be achieved.  

 

Furthermore, the believability of a sound would be greatly enhanced if synchresis were to be 

utilized, that mentally connects a sound to a picture in the players mind when a visual event 

occurs, in perfect synchrony with audio. The sound that plays does not have to be similar to what 

the real-life audio would sound like, because the players mind will automatically connect the 

sound with the visuals (Grimshaw, 2008). A perfect example of where this effect is practically 

used are where the designers can draw the attention of the viewer to a specific character on 

screen by adding exaggerated, but perfectly synchronized foley on the chosen character. By 

doing thing, viewers will instantly recognize whom is producing the sounds and their attention is 
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focused on that character. A sound effects believability would therefore be enhanced if it is 

played is sync with a visual event.   

 

Lastly, in order to enhance believability with sound one could create an SFX to an object, based 

on what the player would expect to hear (Grimshaw, 2008). A basic analogy would be if the 

player would meet a gigantic stone monster, then the players expectations of the monster’s voice 

would have attributes such as deep and dark, due to its size and complexion. While a stone 

monster is not real, the players would still have an expectation based upon their experience of the 

real world. By using attributes that originates in reality, such as large stone objects that are heavy 

and dense creates a deep rumbling sound, one could achieve a more believable experience. 

However, Grimshaw (2008) states that even though sound can be used to enhance believability, 

if used wrong could have the opposite effect. If the stone monster would squeak like a mouse the 

players expectations would not be met, thus being immersion breaking due to lack of 

believability. Therefore, in order to facilitate immersion, the sounds being used need to be 

believable 

 

4.1. Potential methods for enhancing believability in FPP-games: 

Further studies on how sound could contribute to believability has recently been made. One 

potential method was presented by Hulthe (2018) who conducted an experiment on how 

binaurally recorded foley affected the perceived connection between player and avatar in an 

FPP-game, thus enhancing believability. Binaural audio mimics the humans head-related-

transfer-functions (HRTF), which enables the listener to hear the specific direction of a sound, 

by using sophisticated filtering similar to how the human ears filters audio in the real world. 

However, this only works when the listener is wearing headphones (Hulthe, 2018). In the 

experiment conducted by Hulthe, the players got to play a game level, where they could switch 

between two audio modes, monophonic or binaural self-produced sounds, and state their 

preference. The result showed that many subjects claimed that both breathing and clothing 

sounds were perceived as to originate from their own body when using binaural mode. However, 

sounds like footsteps did not work in binaural mode as they were perceived to originate from 

unlikely places such as from behind the player. Hulthe (2018) suggest that this might occur since 

every person have a unique HRTF, and that one general binaural setting will not work for 

everyone. But then, in order to use this method, every player’s specific HRTF would have to be 

measured and applied in real time on the game’s audio, which would be expensive and bad for 

performance. 

 

Furthermore, Hansson (2018) presented the idea that a mid/side processing technique could be 

used to widen stereo sound effects to enhance perceived environmental audio envelopment in an 

FPP-game. A note of importance is that envelopment refers to the sensation of being surrounded 

by audio, and should not be confused with previously established term immersion. When 

processing the stereo signal using the mid/side technique, where the mid signal is created by the 

sum of left and right, and the side signal is the right signal subtracted from the left, creating a 

mid and a side signal. The ratio between the signals can then be changed to alter the amount of 

spatial information (Hansson, 2018). The results showed that mid/side-sounds did not work as 

well on pointSFX (which the player can move around) as on fixed sounds, like foley. Both 

Hulthe’s (2018) and Hansson’s (2018) experiments showed that players perceived a greater 

audio envelopment and heightened connection with their avatar when listening to avatar and 

environmental sounds with more spatial information. 
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5. Research question: 

Immersion is one of the most sought for illusions to achieve in FPP-games and in order to 

achieve greater immersion, the FPP needs to be believable to the player, and this is where sound 

is a strong contributing factor. There are many categories of auditory immersion, but in the 

context of FPP, audio contributes especially to imaginary-immersion, which categorizes audio 

associated with the avatar such as footsteps, clothing and breathing, which have great potential in 

connecting the player with their avatar, and thereby increasing the believability of the gaming 

experience. 

 

However, in order for this to work, the sound in themselves need to be perceived as believable, 

based upon the players ideas of how it should sound, building on their experience from the real 

world. The listening environment of a game world is not equal to that of reality, as soundwaves 

behave differently in real life than in the game engine. It is therefore up to the sound designer to 

try and emulate the natural envelopment and reflections of how the sound effects would sound in 

the real world. The FPP provides the sound designer with an advantage, that the sound 

perspective of the avatar own sounds is fixed. This allows the designer to imagine how sound 

would envelope the player in a real-world situation, and from there determine what spatial 

attributes to enhance of the avatar’s specific sounds. As humans’ experiences sounds with a lot 

of spatial information in real life, such as the dangling of a keychain on the right hip or the call 

from a friend from the left, the addition of spatial information to a sound effect in the game 

would likely be considered as more believable. Taking this in consideration, different avatar 

sounds would probably benefit from a specific amount of spatial information, different from 

each other. However, games normally use mono avatar foley sounds which might diminish the 

immersive experience, even though the spatial information in stereo sound effect is likely to be 

perceived as more enveloping and believable, thus enhancing immersion.  

 

As avatar sound is fixed in the players sound field due to the FPP, enhancement of the perceived 

envelopment could be done with a wider sound field as shown by Hansson (2018), such as 

stereo, who used this technique in order to strengthen believability. By recording avatar sounds 

in stereo, adding spatial information, the perceived envelopment and believability of said sounds 

is likely to be increased, and also strengthen the connection between player and avatar. However, 

to confirm these assumptions, further research is needed that asks the following question:  

 

• Is stereo foley perceived as more believable than mono, and is there a perceivable 

difference and preference? 

6. Aim and purpose: 

The aim of this research would be to test if stereo avatar sounds contribute more to a believable 

FPP experience than mono avatar sounds. The research would also aim to state if some types of 

avatar sounds benefit more than others from being represented in stereo, or if there is a certain 

situation where avatar sounds benefit from it more. For example, a player might be more 

convinced by stereo clothing or armor sounds as compared to stereo breathing or footsteps. 

However, if the avatar is wearing a space helmet, a stereo breathing sound might be more 

convincing. With answers to these questions, sound designers would be better able to create a 

more immersive sound design and improve upon the recording process of commonly used types 

of avatar sounds in stereo. The designers could also consider changing the amount of spatial 

information in a certain situation. 
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7. Method: 

As the research revolves around player participation in computer games using an FPP, an 

interactive listening test through an FPP-computer game was needed to maintain ecological 

validity. Three game levels were created in which the player could be exposed to both mono and 

stereo foley in different environments. Three questionnaires were used so that the subjects could 

give their thoughts after playing each level, before proceeding to the next.  

 

7.1. Game engine:  

The chosen game engine was Unreal Engine 4.20.3 (Epic Games, 2019) as it is free to use and 

easy to work with. Unreal also provides a plethora of AAA-quality game ready assets that can be 

imported to the engine. This was perfect as animating and modeling are time consuming and 

hard to create at best. This would allow for more time to create the audio stimuli.  

 

7.2. Avatar: 

As the research revolves around the FPP, a decision had to be made if a normal FPP-avatar (only 

hands visible) or a full body avatar was to be used. Because the methods described by Kramer 

(n.d. via Grimshaw, 2008) relies on visual input, the decision was made to use a full body avatar, 

so the player could look at the body and feet while moving. Normally, an FPP game provides the 

player with a weapon, but this idea was discarded to keep the game as neutral as possible. 

However, a flashlight was added that the subjects could turn on or off using the F key, in order to 

provide some kind of audio input from the avatar, besides moving around. Besides normal 

walking, the characters movement were constricted to sprinting and jumping, as crouching 

would not be necessary.  

 

The character model that was used for the avatar was Character Sailor 02 (Bugrimov Maksim, 

2018) (figure 1) and the animations used for the avatar was a motion capture asset pack 

Movement Animset Pro (Kubold, 2014). For the flashlight model, the asset pack Flashlight – 

Tactical Low-poly 3D model (RRFreelance, 2015) was used.  

 

 
Figure 1. The avatar model and the players FPP.  
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7.3. Game levels: 

The interactive test consisted of three game levels, each level using different graphical and sound 

design. The decision to use three levels was to see if the results would transfer between different 

situations, such as visual and auditory environments. The two first levels, A & B, were each 

divided into two parts, forcing the mono stimulus in one part and the stereo in the next. A task 

was created for the player to finish before being able to move to the next part. This was done in 

order to minimize the risk of overexposure from one stimulus. The tasks consisted of finding two 

secret documents (figure 2 & 3), one document for each part. The first document had to be found 

before continuing to the second part. The two parts consisted of two main areas, visually 

mirrored to each other, called room 1 & 2, (figure 4). These areas were connected to each other 

using a red door, which was unlocked upon completion of the first task. The stimuli then 

changed when entering the opposite room, but the generic sound design of the levels remained 

the same. 

 

     
Figure 2. Secret documents 1.    Figure 3. Secret documents 2.     

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4. Demonstration of the mirrored areas. 
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A decision was made to have the final level as neutral as possible, to provide an area with 

minimal visual and auditory influence that could affect the stimuli as possible. This level allowed 

the player to switch freely between the two stimuli, giving them more freedom to compare the 

stimuli.  

 

7.3.1. Level A & B: 

Level A had an office setting, set at night, see figure 5 & 6. The second level had a school 

setting, also set at night, see figure 7 & 8. Though none of the levels had windows, the lighting 

of each level was dampened to convey the idea of it being night time. In order to achieve 

ecological validity of the game levels, high quality asset pack from the game engines 

marketplace were used. The office levels architecture was based entirely upon the Public 

Hallway Pack (IanRoach, 2018). The school levels architecture was based on the asset packs 

Highschool Classroom (Arthur Dark, 2016) and Highschool Restroom (Arthur Dark, 2017).  

 

To make the levels visually believable, multiple asset packs were used; Classic armchair (rnax, 

2014), HQ Furniture Pack (Next Level 3D, 2015), Metal Shelves (Blitzwood, 2017), Nuclear 

Bomb Shelter (Next Level 3D, 2018), ArchViz Basics – Office – Pack Vol.1 (3D Factory, 2019), 

Laboratory Interior Studio in Loft Style (Dragon Motion, 2017), QA Books, Qatmo, 2018) and 

Forgotten Hotel (Infuse Studio, 2016). These were scattered around both the office and school 

levels to make it look inhabited.  

 

 

 
Figure 5. A corridor of level A showing the red door.  
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Figure 6. An office room of level A, showing the secret document nr 2 laying on a table.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 7. A school corridor in level B.   
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         Figure 8. A classroom in level B, showing the secret document nr 2 on a table.  

 

7.3.2. Level C:  

The last level was a gray box with a stair and platform, see figure 9. This provided a neutral 

space with minimal visual impressions in which the subjects could focus their attention on the 

stimuli. The subjects had to read the final questionnaire before entering the last level, directing 

their attention towards the stimuli. The subjects were given more freedom on the final level by 

being able to switch between the mono and stereo stimuli freely, using the buttons 1 & 2. The 

architecture of level C was based entirely upon unreal engines third person character test area, 

with no additional props. However, the size of the room was adjusted to be as similar to the other 

two levels, and the floor was duplicated to be used as a roof, as neither of the other levels had 

visible skies.  

 

 
        Figure 9. The neutral design of level C.  
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7.3.3. Level audio:  

To make the experiment as similar to a normal game experience as possible, environmental and 

non-avatar sound such as the opening and closing of doors were added. As the experiment 

consists of three different levels, three different ambiences were created, composed by different 

static noises and room tones. For the office level some ambient “street noises” and “car noises” 

were added, though heavily lowpasses at 500 Hz, to be perceived as coming from outside. The 

school used a “livelier” environmental sound design to contrast the office level. This was done 

by adding multiple point source SFX such as radiator buzzing, fans spinning and a radio behind a 

“personnel only” door. A reverb was added to all levels using the engines default reverbs. Each 

reverbs setting was tweaked to mimic each levels environment. Only one reverb was added for 

each level.  

 

7.4. Creation of audio stimuli: 

As foley is composed of more than one sounds, multiple SFX were recorded; footsteps, jacket, 

pants, flashlight and paper pickup. The chosen recording technique for this experiment was the 

mid/side-technique as it provides both the mono and stereo stimuli from the same recording. A 

stereo microphone Neumann-SM69 was used, due to it having fixed capsules with selectable 

polar patterns that could be rotated and locked at 90 degrees, creating a perfect M/S setup. The 

stimuli were recorded in a non-acoustically treated room (G131) at Luleå University of 

Technology in Piteå. The equipment used for the recoding was an IMac, a Neumann-SM69, an 

Avid HD OMNI and Pro Tools HD (Avid, 2018) for the DAW. The editing was done entirely in 

Reaper (Cockos Incorporated, 2019).  

 

7.4.1. Recording and editing session: 

Jacket and pants stimuli: 

The avatar can be seen wearing a heavy coat and some type of wool pants. The choice of jacket 

was therefore a normal coat which was recorded by wearing it and mimicking the movements 

made by the avatar’s animations. The microphone was placed approximately 30 cm away from 

the center of the chest. For the pants, a sweat jacket was scrubbed to the jacket using the same 

method, with the microphone at the same position.  

 

The jacket stimuli were spectrally shaped using Neutron equalizer (Izotope, 2016). 

• Low shelf, -8,6 dB @ 1k31 Hz.  

• Bell, Q= -4,5 dB @ 1k73 Hz. 

• Bell, Q= +1,6 dB @ 5k78 Hz.  

 

Footstep stimuli: 

The choice of shoe was big leather boots as the avatar has big boots that can be seen. The 

microphone was placed approximately 30 cm away from the center between the foots.  Listening 

to the footsteps in stereo after the session revealed them to be extremely wide, which would not 

be believable what so ever. The footstep stimuli were therefore re-recorded with less distance 

between each foot, creating a narrower stereo stimulus.  

 

The footstep stimuli were spectrally shaped using Neutron equalizer (Izotope, 2016).  

High pass, 12 dB slope @ 55 Hz.  

Bell, Q=1, -12,7 dB @ 110 Hz. 

Bell, Q=0,7, -14,4 dB @ 783 Hz. 

High Shelf, -2,5 dB @ 12k8 Hz.  
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Flashlight and paper pickup stimuli:  

The flashlight and the pickup SFX was based on a jacket movement sound, recorded slightly off 

center, to the left for the flashlight and right for the pickup. The flashlight click was then 

recorded using a real flashlight, using the same method as for the jacket. For the paper pickup, a 

folder containing some papers was used, again using the same method as for the jacket. Both 

stimuli were rerecorded once after implementation, as the first recording was deemed too wide.   

 

7.4.2. Audio implementation: 

The audio was implemented straight into Unreal Engine version 4.20.3 with no third-party 

plugins. The experiments design demanded the game engine switching between the mono and 

stereo stimuli, which was solved using “sound mixes”. All foley sounds were separated into 

sound cues, which in turn were divided into two groups, mono and stereo. Each cue groups 

output was designated to separate soundclasses. A soundclass functions like an aux in a DAW, 

which can be controlled by soundmixers. This was done because a soundmix can be activated at 

any time using a button or event in the game level, setting one sound cue groups output to zero 

and the other at max. This allows the use of buttons, ex 1 & 2 like in level C to manipulate the 

volume of soundclasses, fading out the volume for stereo sound cues and fading in the volume 

for mono sound cues when button 1 is pushed.  

 

Animation notifiers were used in order to trigger the foley sound cues with the animations of the 

avatar. This function was used to trigger the paper pickup stimuli as well. This was done to 

negate that any differences would occur between the mono and stereo stimuli, regarding rhythm 

or any time relative differences. Lastly, the flashlight stimuli were triggered with the push of the 

“F” key.  

 

7.5. Pre-study: 

As there were many elements to the test that needed to be of good quality, a pre-study was 

conducted. The use of a pre-study was to determine if there is a perceived alteration between the 

different self-produced sound in mono and stereo. Another reason was to assert if the overall 

game-levels hold a good quality, both visual, stimuli, general sound design and mix. It was also 

to assert that the stimuli are mixed well to the general sound design. Lastly the pre-study was to 

test if the instructions and questions of the questionnaire (appendix 2) worked and was 

understood.  

 

The pre-study was conducted in the intended room for the main study, G131 at Luleå University 

of Technology. There was no difference in the layout of the test intended for the pre-study and 

the main test except a small exit interview, regarding their overall experience. This exit interview 

was the main interesting results from the pre-study as it would answer the questions of overall 

quality etc. 4 participants were used, all audio engineer student that participated in a game sound 

course and with more than 2 years of experience in audio education. The participants were 

however not naïve to the purpose of the test, but this was deemed as unimportant for the intended 

task. The computer used for the pre-study was a custom-built desktop PC using Windows 10. 

Peripherals were a Benq 24” LCD screen, Steelseries mouse, a Logitech K120 keyboard and 

Steelseries Arctis 5 2019 edition gaming headset. A separate Imac was used, placed next to the 

PC, to answer the questionnaire as not to interrupt the gaming experience too much.  
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7.5.1. Pre-study results: 

Two main issues were raised after the pre study was conducted. All participants indicated that 

the instruction was hard to follow and contain too much information at a time. The instructions 

were therefore revised and split up in between the levels, each part clearly indicating the next 

step for the subject. The second issue that was raised were that the locked doors did not have a 

sound when tried to be opened. This created confusion to whereas the door was malfunctioning 

due to a bug or simply locked. A simple door handle sound was therefore recorded and 

implemented to the locked doors.  

 

One bug was detected during the pre-study that could not be solved. This was that the interaction 

function used to open doors would stop working for two subjects. The game had to be re-started 

for the interaction function to work again. Because of this, a decision was made that the 

experimenter should sit in the same room as the subjects during the main test. 

 

7.6. Main study:  

7.6.1. Subjects: 

20 subjects participated in the test, all student from Luleå University of Technology. Some 

demands were expected from the participants, such as they had to be naïve towards the purpose 

of the test. They also had to deem themselves as gamers and play computer games around 4+ 

hours a week, as the study was directed towards gamers. Exceptions were made for subject that 

did not play a lot at the moment due to their current life position as students, but had played 

more than 4+ hours a week in earlier years.  

 

7.6.2. Experiment environment and equipment: 

The main experiment was conducted in G131 at Luleå University of Technology, see figure 10. 

The game computer was placed in the middle of a desk, trying to emulate how a normal gaming 

environment at home would be. An Imac was used to answer the questionnaire, which was 

placed right next to the PC:s monitor.  

 

 
Figure 10. The experiment environment.  
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The computer used for the pre-study was a custom-built desktop PC using Windows 10. 

Peripherals were a Benq 24” LCD screen, Steelseries mouse, a Logitech K120 keyboard and 

Steelseries Arctis 5 2019 edition gaming headset. A separate Imac (Apple) was used, placed next 

to the PC, to answer the questionnaire as not to interrupt the gaming experience too much. 

 

 

7.6.3. Data collection:  
A questionnaire was used in order to collect data from the experiment. The questionnaire 

consisted of three main parts, part a, part b and part c. The questions on level A & B contained 

the exact same questions, as the task was the same. Part c had a slight modification to the 

questions. The questions regarding perceived differences were discarded as the subjects were 

directed towards the stimuli. The second change was the addition of a motivation towards the 

subjects preferred mode. The entire questionnaire can be viewed in appendix 1.  

 

7.6.4. Experiment procedures: 
The subjects were welcomed and sat in front of the computer. They were then told the function 

of each computer and how the peripherals worked. The volume was fixed by the experimenter as 

to provide an equal experience for all subjects, but they were told that they could lower the 

volume if needed, but that they could not change it again if they did. The subjects were then 

prompted to read the instructions which was a piece of paper placed on the keyboard, depicting 

the entirety of the process. The full instructions can be viewed in appendix 2. The last part of the 

instructions is available in the questionnaire part c, appendix 1.  

 

The subjects’ main task for the two first levels were to search and find the secret document in the 

two areas, depicted as “room 1 & 2” in the top left corner of the screen. Once the first secret 

documents were found, the red door would be unlocked, and the players could move on to room 

2 and find the second secret documents. Once both documents were found for the level, a text 

appeared on the screen prompting the subject to answer the questionnaire. They were allowed to 

keep playing the game while answering the questionnaire. At the end of each questionnaire were 

a set of instructions telling the subject what to do next. After completing the two first levels and 

their corresponding questionnaire, the subject was allowed to read the questionnaire and 

instructions for level C.  

 

Level C provided the subject the freedom of switching between mono and stereo foley, to them 

depicted as “mode 1 & 2”, using the buttons 1 & 2 on the keyboard. The mode was shown in the 

top left corner of the screen. The level contained some obstacles the player could walk upon, and 

some secret documents that could be picked up and re-spawned after 5 seconds. This was done 

so that the subjects could listen to all the stimuli how many times they liked. The subjects were 

encouraged to keep playing the game while answering the questionnaire. After completing the 

questionnaire, the subject was thanked, and the experiment was over.  
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7.6.5. Level randomization: 
As multiple maps were used, randomization was needed in order to combat any order bias. 4 

modes were therefore created, A, B, C & D. Due to the small subject pool, these 4 

randomizations were deemed as enough. The changing attributes were the level and starting 

stimuli, and the final randomization is depicted in table 1 below.  

  

 

Mode: Map 1    

Room 1 

Map 1     

Room 2 

Map 2    

Room 1 

Map 2    

Room 2 

Starting mode 

Level C 

A Level A, Mono Level A, Stereo Level B, Stereo Level B, Mono Mono 

B Level A, Stereo Level A, Mono Level B, Mono Level B, Stereo Stereo 

C Level B, Mono Level B, Stereo Level A, Stereo Level A, Mono Mono 

D Level B, Stereo Level B, Mono Level A, Mono Level A, Stereo Stereo 
Table 1. Table of the different modes used to randomize the map and stimuli starting order. 

 

All modes were equally randomized amongst the subjects. A randomizer was used 

(https://www.random.org/) to randomize and evenly distribute the modes between the subjects. 

However, this was only used from subject 8 and onward due to implementation issues (mode C 

and D was not working properly), which was resolved after subject 7. Therefore, subject 1 – 7 

only played mode A and B, which was distributed to the subjects every other time. 

  

https://www.random.org/
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8. Results and Analysis: 
 

The subjects were allowed to answer the questionnaire in Swedish as it is their native language, 

resulting in the Swedish answers being translated to English for continuity. The qualitative data 

below is coded using a grounded method (Merriam 2014). The full raw data from the experiment 

can be seen in appendix 3. 

 

8.1. Perceived differences:  
 

To see if the addition of spatial information could be detected, the subjects had to rate the 

differences of the two rooms on a scale from 1 to 5. This was only done on the first and second 

playthrough as the third playthrough directed their attention towards the stimuli.  

 

  
Figure 11. Diagram over the subjects perceived     Figure 12. Diagram over the subjects perceived   

differences after first playthrough.    differences after second playthrough.  

It can be seen in figure 11 & 12 that the majority of the participants believed to have heard a 

difference between each room. A simple comparison to a binomial table treating all numbers 

except 5 as correct answers can confirm that both the first and second playthrough shows that the 

number of subjects who correctly identified a difference was statistically significant, with results 

over a 95% certainty, as seen in table 2.  

 

 Amount of non-successful answers Allowed amount of non-success answers 

First playthrough 5 5 

Second playthrough 2 5 
Table 2. The amount or non-successful answers by the subjects compared to the amount of non-successful answers 

allowed shown on a binomial table.  

However, the majority of the subjects were not able to pinpoint the target stimuli when asked 

what was changing during the first playthrough, which can be seen in table 4 a. After the second 

playthrough, half of the subject were able to correctly pinpoint the stimuli (foley) as the 

changing factor, as seen in table 4 b. This increase was expected as they’ve read the questions 

from the questionnaire and been exposed to the stimuli for a second time. Also, it can be seen by 

observing the standard deviation and how it declines from figure 11 to 12, that the subjects 

perceived it to be a greater difference between the rooms after their second playthrough. 
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Although, the fact that the spread also widens from figure 11 to 12 might indicate that the 

subject’s perception of difference varies after a second playthrough. This could be due to the 

subjects getting more or less certain of what the actual difference is.  

 

However, when taking the subjects motivation in consideration, the amount of correct answers 

decreases’ to only 7 in the first playthrough and 10 in the second. Comparing this once again 

with a binomial table shows that neither of the levels show any statistically significant results, as 

seen in table 3.  

 

 Amount of non-successful answers Allowed amount of non-success answers 

First playthrough 13 5 

Second playthrough 10 5 
Table 3. The amount or non-successful answers by the subjects compared to the amount of non-successful answers 

allowed shown on a binomial table. 

 

The demographic data did not show any correlation between the results and any sub-groups such 

as previous experience of sound design or the amount of playtime a week.  

 

Perceived differences after first playthrough 
Foley (Stimuli) Environmental Reverberation Clarity Nothing 

Footsteps sound roomier 

It is a difference in the 

protagonists sounds 

The steps felt a little different 

The second room has a binaural 

quality to the walking sound 

The players character sound 

slightly different 

Footsteps and clothing sounds 

Footstep sounds 

I heard sirens in 

room 2 

Room 1 had 

radiators that 

buzzed and 

people behind 

“staff only”. Did 

not experience 

this in room 2 

which felt quieter  

Longer 

reverberation and 

more ”room” in 

room 1 

More reverberance 

in some rooms, I 

think  

A little clearer in 

room 2 

Can't pinpoint any 

difference, but level 2 

felt slightly more 

discrete 

 

 

No 

Did not 

think so 

much on 

the 

differences  

Table 4 a. Motivations regarding perceived differences after first playthrough. 

 

The majority of subjects that correctly pinpointed the stimuli during their first playthrough 

vaguely describes it with the word “different” and “footsteps/steps”. One subject describes the 

change to have a binaural attribute, which is an interesting notation, but managed to pinpoint the 

stimuli as the changing factor. Of the subjects that did not correctly identify the stimuli, some 

credited it as changes of other SFX such as sirens and radiators, and others describe the 

difference as a change in clarity.  

 

Some subjects did not write anything in their motivations, or simply answered “no”, and most of 

these did not perceive any differences except one. The reason to why this subject did not 

motivate their perceived difference is unclear, but the subject did not answer any motivating 

questions during the first playthrough.  
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Lastly, two subjects described the difference as a shift in reverberation. Although they did not 

correctly pinpoint the stimuli, their motivations might indicate that it could be an interpretation 

of the additional spatial information as room reflexes. This would not seem farfetched, as the 

stimuli is not a mono source panned in the stereo field, but an actual stereo recording in a room.  

 

 

Perceived differences after second playthrough 
Foley (Stimuli) Environmental Reverberation Clarity Nothing 

I experienced differences in the 

clothing sounds, more stereo in 

room 2 

 

The steps felt heavier and 

trailing in room 2 

 

Same as before [The second 

room has a binaural quality to 

the walking sound] 

 
Room 2 had a tad softer sound 

for the steps 

 

The players footsteps are 

different 

 

The steps sounds different 

 

Room 1 felt like the footsteps 

came from below like in real 

life 

 

Footsteps changed in room 2 

 

Different clothing sounds 

 

Mono in room 1, stereo in room 

2 

 

The doors sounds 

different 

 

You can hear the 

surronding sounds 

 

More sounds from 

the outside in 

room 2 

 

Bigger stereo 

effect in room 2 

Room 1 sounds 

more echoey and 

hard 

 

 

2 seems more light in 

the colour of the 

sound and 1 more 

dark or "filtered" 

 

A little darker, 

rugged sound in room 

2 compared to room 1 

 

The sound in room 1 

is a little blurry and 

in room 2 the sound 

is harder 

No 

 

Table 4 b. Motivations regarding perceived differences after second playthrough.  

 

Similarly to the first playthrough, the majority of subjects that correctly pinpointed the stimuli 

describes it with the word “different” and “footsteps/steps”, however this time with more 

describing words such as “softer”, “heavier” with even some subjects correctly identifying the 

difference as a change between mono and stereo.  

 

More subjects described the difference as changes in surrounding sounds and only one regarding 

reverberation. A bigger change can be seen in the motivations regarding clarity, where subjects 

credit the difference as a change in spectral attributes. Their motivation describes the mono 

stimuli as “darker” or “filtered” compared to the stereo, which ties back to the first playthrough 

where one subject describes the stereo stimuli as “a little clearer”. A spectral change is 

unenviable when adding spatial information without equalization and is therefore expected that 

some subjects noticed the change.  
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8.2. Believability: 

Regarding believability, one subject misinterpreted the final task and was allowed to answer the 

believability part of the questionnaire C one more time. However, the subject told in a short post 

interview that their perception did not change from the first playthrough. 

 

 

8.2.1. Quantitative results of the levels believability: 

The subjects were asked to rate which room they found to be most believable, for each 

playthrough. They could choose either mono (blue) or stereo (green), both equally believable 

(gray) or that neither was believable (black).  

 

    
Figure 13. Pie chart showing the  Figure 14. Pie chart showing the  Figure 15. Pie chart showing the  

subject’s choice of believability   subjects’ choice of believability  subject’s choice of believability    
from level A.  from level B.   from level C.  

 

As shown in figures 13, 14 & 15, the majority of the subjects rates the stimulus as believable. 

Comparting the results of level A and B with the binomial probability, treating all answers 

except “no one” as correct shows that they both return statistically significant results, as seen in 

table 5. The null hypothesis can therefore be discarded, and one can assume that both of the 

stimuli is perceived as believable.  

 

 

 Amount of non-correct answers Allowed amount of non-correct answers 

First playthrough 2 5 

Second playthrough 1 5 

Third playthrough 0 5 
Table 5. The amount or non-correct answers by the subjects compared to the amount of non-correct answers allowed 

shown on a binomial table. 
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Figure 18. Pie chart showing the 

subjects choice of believability 

after the divided equal numbers. 

Figure 16. Pie chart showing the 

subjects choice of believability 

after the divided equal numbers.  

Figure 17. Pie chart showing the 

subjects choice of believability 

after the divided equal numbers. 

8.2.2. Results from believability-questions after dividing equal answers 

between mono and stereo: 

Looking at the remaining subjects, specifically the ones that chose one stimulus over the other, 

some interesting remarks can be done. Because the subjects were allowed to choose that both of 

the stimuli were equally believable or equally not believable, the randomness that would have 

occurred on mono and stereo (if the subjects only were able pick either mono or stereo if one or 

both stimuli was believable or not) is represented by the “equal” answers instead. The “equal” 

answers could therefore be divided equally to both mono and stereo, as to maintain the numbers 

when performing a chi-squared test.  

 

     

 

 

Performing a chi-squared test (DOF=1, α=0,05) show that neither of the results presented any 

statistically significant results and the null hypothesis of there being no difference in the 

believability between mono and stereo foley must be accepted. This could be due to the small 

subject pool of 20 subjects.  

 

 

 Chi-squared value Critical value 

First playthrough 0,5 3,8415 

Second playthrough 1,895 3,8415 

Third playthrough 0,2 3,8415 
Table 6. The calculated chi-squared value of believability from each playthrough compared to the critical value.  

 

 

Even though, a tendency can be seen that the majority of the subjects seemed to rate the stereo 

stimuli as more believable in a normal game environment, but changes when the subjects played 

outside of a standard game setting. The majority then rated the mono stimuli to be more 

believable. The reason for this could be due to lack of surrounding sounds, as suggested by one 

subject in their free form answer section on level C: “its hard to make a judgment on this test 

because you dont have any other reference sounds to work around […] “. If this is due to there 

being no reference audio or if the surrounding sound is masking some part of the stereo stimuli is 

hard to assert without further testing.  
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8.2.3. Qualitative data, motivations on believability choice level A & B:  

The subjects are divided into smaller groups shown in table 7 a-d, based upon their answer to 

which levels was the most believable in a normal game situation. Level C will therefore be 

analyzed separately. Below is only level A & B.  

 
Stereo - Stereo 

Realism/Believability Spatial attributes Spectral attributes 
It [stereo] felt more like real clothes-

sounds, where a bit nicer to hear, not so 

harsh […] 

 

The steps sounded more real in room 

1[stereo] 

 

The sound in room 1 [stereo] felt more 

believable […] 

The more spacious 

sound design makes 

the second room just 

a bit more believable 

 

The stereo quality to 

the movements in 

room one [stereo] 

make it a bit more 

real-like 

[…] The first room [stereo] is a little 

darker in the sound colour […] 

 

A little more clearer sounds compared to 

the dull sound in room 2 [mono] 

 

Room 2 [stereo] more believable hence it 

made more sense with the floor material 

 

Sounds more credible when it got darker 

[stereo] 

Table 7 a. Motivations on choice of believability from subjects that consistently chose stereo on level A & B. 

 

 

Mono - Mono 

Realism/Believability Spatial attributes Spectral attributes 

 Even if footsteps should be in stereo, […] it 

felt like it was to L/R-heavy, like I had my 

feet one meter apart 

Room 2 [mono] felt like the 

sounds blended more 

Table 7 b. Motivations on choice of believability from subjects that consistently chose mono on level A & B. 

 

 

When comparing the two groups that stuck to their first choice in a normal game environment 

shown in table 7 a & b, one can see that only the subjects who consistently chose stereo gave 

motivations revolving around realism and believability. It also shows that the addition of spatial 

information feels “more real like” or “more believable” (table 7a). This might indicate a 

connection between the addition of spatial information and realism/believability. However, one 

subject suggests that the amount of spatial information was too much to be perceived as 

believable, which will be a reoccurring suggestion further on.  

 

Another difference between the groups were the remark on the spectral changes between the 

rooms, and half of the subjects chose stereo due to it being “darker”. This is somewhat 

contradicted by another subject in the stereo group that argues that the stereo stimuli were 

“clearer”, and the mono stimuli was “dull”. But this could also be interpreted as easier to hear 

due to more information added by the spatial information, and that the mono stimuli are “boring” 

as it lacks the spatial information. This however prompts another potential problem that can be 

seen by a comment in the mono group, that mentioned that the mono stimuli “blended more”. 

This could be indicating a mixing issue, as the stereo stimuli hold more information compared to 

the mono stimuli.  
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Not stereo - Stereo 

Realism/Believability Spatial attributes Spectral attributes 

The steps and the landing sounded 

more real like [stereo] 

 

 […] I did not react on the footsteps 

which in my world makes it 

realistic/believable 

The sound in room 2 [stereo] felt 

like it came from around 

 

Table 7 c. Motivations on choice of believability from subjects that changed to stereo after level B. 

 

Not mono - Mono 

Realism/Believability Spatial attributes Spectral attributes 

Room 1 [mono] sounds more 

”natural” and believable 

 

I think the steps were more realistic 

in room 2 [mono], in room 1 

[stereo] it felt like the characters 

boots were kind of hard  

 Room 2 [stereo] sounded like the 

footsteps could be playing out of 

phase. Room 1 [mono] therefore 

sounded more natural 

Table 7 d. Motivations on choice of believability from subjects that changed to mono after level B. 

 

 

When comparing the groups that changed their opinion on the second level, both groups claim 

their choice to be realistic or believable. However, one subject that changed towards stereo on 

the second level describes the change because the sounds seemed to be coming from around, 

enveloping. This was also described by the group that consistently chose stereo but not from 

anyone that chose mono, which was to be expected as the mono stimuli did not contain any 

spatial information.  

 

Interestingly though are that many subjects who chose stereo consistently motivates it to be 

because of some spectral attributes, which inevitably happens with the addition of spatial 

information. However, one subject remark that they chose mono over stereo due to that this 

addition makes the stimuli sound “out of phase” and therefore less natural compared to without 

the spatial information.  
 

 

8.2.4. Qualitative data, motivations on believability choice level C:  
 

Seen below are the subject’s motivations on their choice of believability on level C. The subjects 

could choose freely between mode 1 (mono) and mode 2 (stereo) in a neutral test area.  

 
Stereo 

Realism/Believability Spatial attributes Spectral attributes 

Mode 2 [stereo] sounds more 

realistic when running […] 

 

Because it had a more fluid 

sound that felt more realistic 

 

 

The second mode is only 

slightly more believable. It 

feels like the stereo processing 

needs more cues and 

complexity (moving next to 

walls, early reflections etc.) to 

simulate real life well 

 

It feels like the sounds is 

actually in a room 

[…] The clothing sounds are not 

as sharp as when walking but is 

still there […] 

 

I think the darker sound colour 

in mode 2 [stereo] makes it feel 

more soft and blend in to the 

rest of the sounds 

Table 8 a. Motivations on choice of believability from subjects that chose stereo on level C. 
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Mono 

Realism/Believability Spatial attributes Spectral attributes 

It felt more real 

 

Mode 1 [mono], because you 

sound lighter on your feet and 

that to me sounds more like 

running than heavy footsteps 

while running 

 

It's how I would expect it to 

sound in a real environment 

1 [mono] was more 

neutral/discrete which is more 

like real life even though you 

got a better stereo perception 

from mode 2 [stereo] 

 

I preferred lighter steps, I think 

that it’s how I perceive it in real 

life 

The stereo effect of mode 2 

[stereo] was a little too much 

to be ”natural”  

 

Same as before [It feels like 

mode 2 [stereo] puts the 

player inside the avatars head, 

some kind of envelopment] 

 

 

Same as before [mode 2 [stereo] 

has a “tinny” sound that doesn’t 

sound like it originates from the 

source] 

 

Table 8 b. Motivations on choice of believability from subjects that chose mono on level C. 

 

Equal 

Realism/Believability Spatial attributes Spectral attributes 

Same as I wrote before [The clothing sounds 

more realistic in mode 1 [mono] as it feels like 

it comes from the character. In mode 2 

[stereo] it sounds like it comes from outside 

the character. However, I like the footsteps in 

mode 2 [stereo] as they sound like they 

originate below me with more reflexes like in 

real life. The footsteps sound like they 

originate in front of me in mode 1 [mono] 

which is weird] 

I don’t think the stereo 

spectra affects the 

believability of foley 

 

They were both equally 

believable. Mode 1 [mono] 

was more mono, mode 2 

[stereo] more stereo. […] 

[…] Even if one was 

lighter both were 

believable 

 

Table 8 c. Motivations on choice of believability from subjects that chose equal on level C. 

 

 

It is clearly shown that both mono and stereo groups motivate their choices with arguments 

claiming both stimuli to be “realistic”, “real” or “believable”. This was to be expected as it had 

been mentioned earlier in table 7 a, c and d. However, one motivation that stands out is the one 

claiming that the stereo spectra don’t affect the believability of foley as seen in table 8 c. This on 

its own would answer one of the research questions, but the strength of this clam could be 

overridden as it stands alone against multiple answers claiming otherwise. However, this might 

be explained by the demographic data which shows that the subject is both a sound engineer with 

experience of sound design and a hardcore gamer. Though it would be interesting to see if more 

of this direct conclusion would appear on further similar experiments with more subjects.  

 

The second motivations that stands out are the ones that base their motivations on how “smooth” 

or “heavy/light” the footsteps were. It’s interesting to see that spatial information might affect 

the perceived weight of the footsteps. But the remark of the rhythm of the footsteps as a 

motivation could be ruled out as something they have imagined, as both stimuli used the same 

logic, resulting in the exact same rhythm.  
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The subjects that chose stereo had two motivations on spectral attributes, claiming that the 

softer/darker stimuli made them more believable, which is also mentioned in level A & B where 

stereo was considered as more believable. However, one subject mention that the stereo stimuli 

sounds “tinny”, which is similar to what another subject mentioned earlier as “out of phase” in 

table 2d. This should not be a problem as the microphone technique used was M/S (in 

conjunction with headphones), which hard pans the side signals to the left and right. But as the 

game levels utilized reverb, those reflections might have interfered with the two separate side 

signals and caused some phase issues. This might be a potential issue with the use of stereo foley 

and would benefit from further research. 

 

There were some motivations based upon spatial attributes on both mono and stereo, where the 

motivations for mono claimed that the amount of spatial information was too much to be 

“natural”, as seen in level A & B from different subjects as well. One subject also mentions that 

the stereo stimuli was enveloping and felt like it came from inside the head (table 8b), and 

therefore chose the mono stimuli as more believable. This is interesting as other subjects have 

mentioned the same effect (enveloping) but rated stereo as more believable instead. This could 

indicate that the stereo stimuli are “too enveloping”, also mentioned by several subjects.   

 

The clothing sounds benefited more in mono as the stereo stimuli probably was to wide, as 

described earlier by other subjects. In this case however, the stereo stimuli were described as 

“originating below me” due to the added spatial information being interpreted as room reflexes, 

thus more realistic. This interpretation of the spatial information might be the reason as to why 

the subject experienced the mono footsteps to be originating in front of them and why the mono 

clothing sounds felt better fixed to the visuals.    

 

Lastly, one interesting remark is shown in table 8c, where a subject mention that different parts 

of the stimuli benefits differently of being played in mono and stereo. This makes sense as the 

human ear is not equally distant from each body part, which would result in narrower footsteps 

than clothing sounds. This would also be dependent upon the avatar in the game as a small child 

would not be as wide as a 3-meter-tall robot.    
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Figure 19. Pie chart showing the 

subjects choice of preference 

from level A.  

Figure 20. Pie chart showing the 

subjects choice of preference 

from level B.   

Figure 21. Pie chart showing the 

subjects choice of preference 

from level C.  

8.3. Preference:  
 

Figures 19, 20 & 21 represents the subjects chosen preference of each playthrough. They could 

choose on a 5-point scale with mono (blue) and stereo (green) on opposite ends, each with a 

twostep choice (slightly) and prefer both equally in between (equal).  

 

   
 

 

 

As seen in figures 19, 20 & 21, the majority of the subjects have a preference towards either 

mono or stereo. For level B & C, this could be due to chance as a chi-squared test showed that 

neither of the two levels presented any statistically significant results. However, the chi-square 

test (DOF=4, α=0,05) showed that Level A resulted in statistically significant results, that the 

majority of subjects preferred either one or the other.  

 

 Chi-square value Critical value 

First playthrough 9,5 9,488 

Second playthrough 4 9,488 

Third playthrough 8 9,488 
Table 9. The calculated chi-square value of the subjects’ preferences from each playthrough compared to the critical 

value.  

 

 

Because the subjects were allowed to choose their preference on a 5-point scale, some interesting 

tendencies appears. The first playthrough shows that the subjects were somewhat uncertain on 

their preference, as seen by the amount, 50%, of “slightly” answers, with only 10% of definite 

answers. This changes after the second playthrough, where the majority of the subjects, 55%, 

provided definite answers, and only 30% with “slightly” answers. Another change was that only 

5% chose “slightly mono” versus 25% that chose “slightly stereo”.  

 

The biggest change can be seen after the third playthrough, where more subjects prefer mono. A 

big contrast can be found in the amount of “slightly” and definite answers between mono and 

stereo. The subjects seem to be more certain on their preference when it comes to mono, and 

more unsure when preferring stereo. This could be due to that foley usually is in mono, and 

therefore more recognizable by gamers as they are used to it. This is also mentioned by one 

subject in the preference motivations for level C, “maybe because I am used to foley in mono” as 

seen in table 4. This was also mentioned by multiple subjects in the experiment conducted by 

Hulthe (2018). This might confirm the idea that changing foley in videogames might be hard, 

due to gamers being used to mono, also mentioned my Hulthe (2018).  

1
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Mono Slightly mono

Equal Slightly Stereo
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Figure 22. Pie chart showing the 

correlation between preference 

and believability from level A.  

Figure 23. Pie chart showing the 

correlation between preference 

and believability from level B.  

Figure 24. Pie chart showing the 

correlation between preference 

and believability from level C.   

8.4. Correlations between preference and believability: 
 

Figures 22, 23 & 24 depicts the correlation between the subject’s choice of most believable and 

most preferred. “M-same” [Mono] and “s-same” [Stereo] represents when the choice of 

believability and preference are the same. “Other” represents all the other different combinations, 

including both levels being equally believable. 

 

   
 

 

 

The data suggests that the correlation changes from level to level, with mono being the only 

somewhat stable number. However, a chi-square test (DOF=2, α=0,05) shows that only the first 

playthrough presented any statistically significant results, as seen in table 10. Therefore, it does 

not seem that the majority of subjects’ preference correlate with their subject’s choice of 

believability. This could again be due to the small subject pool.  

 

 Chi-squared value Critical value 

First playthrough 6,7 5,991 

Second playthrough 4,3 5,991 

Third playthrough 1,3 5,991 
Table 10. The calculated chi-squared value of the correlation from each level compared to the critical value. 

 

Looking at figure 22, it is seen that the majority of the subjects, 60%, did not prefer the stimuli 

they though were the most believable. However, figure 23 indicates the opposite, where 80% of 

the subject preferred the stimuli that they rated most believable. This seems to balance out as 

seen in figure 24, but preference towards the most believable still holds majority, at 55%. This 

sudden change between the first and second playthrough is interesting as it somewhat resembles 

the results of the first and second playthrough from the believability part, figure 13 & 14. 

 

The fact that the majority of subjects in the first playthrough did not seem to choose the same 

stimuli might indicate that there is something else that affects the players preference, other than 

believability. One such thing could be what the players are used to, as in the case of mono foley.  

 

Looking at figures 22 & 23 however, the subject’s choice seems to indicate that their preference 

is based upon what they find most believing. This might confirm that a player would prefer a 

sound more, if they find it more believable. This is however only speculation and should need 

more tests with a larger subject pool in order to get a more accurate result.   
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8.5. Qualitative data, motivations for preference Level C: 
 

Mode 1 = Mono, Mode 2 = Stereo 

Preference motivations after playing level C 

Mono Slightly Mono Equal Slightly Stereo Stereo 
I feel that it is weird 

when the sounds 

are in stereo, don’t 

know why, it feels 

less distinct 

somehow. Maybe 

because I am used 

to foley in mono 

 

Second one sounds 

to wider to be 

realistic 

 

Sounds more 

realistic, I feel that 

mode 2 [stereo] has 

a “tinny” sound that 

doesn’t sound like 

it originates from 

the source 

 

Easier to pinpoint 

the sounds and it 

feels more 

immersive and 

natural/inviting 

 

It wasn't as "deep" 

and easier to listen 

to. Not heavy on 

the ears. It was 

more clear as well 

and "thin" 

 

It feels like mode 2 

[stereo] puts the 

player inside the 

avatars head, some 

kind of 

envelopment […] 

which certainly 

suits psychological 

genres, but mode 1 

[mono] provides an 

easier to listens to 

and controlled 

experience without 

a clear genre 

 

Lighter steps 

 

 

[…] The footsteps 

dont feel as heavy 

in mode 1 

[mono], which 

felt more real. But 

picking up the 

papers in mode 2 

[stereo] felt more 

like I did it in real 

life. The flashlight 

is similar in both 

modes. The pants 

feel more real in 

mode 1 as they 

are not as harsh as 

in mode 2 [stereo] 

 

You get a little 

more involvement 

in mode 1 [mono] 

 

 

 

 

The clothing sounds 

more realistic in mode 1 

[mono] as it feels like it 

comes from the character. 

In mode 2 [stereo] it 

sounds like it comes from 

outside the character. 

However, I like the 

footsteps in mode 2 

[stereo] as they sound 

like they originate below 

me with more reflexes 

like in real life. The 

footsteps sound like they 

originate in front of me in 

mode 1 which is weird 

  

They would be good for 

different 

situations/games, to 

promote different 

feelings 

 

I had a hard time hearing 

any differences between 

mode 1 and 2 

I feel they both have 

their place, but mode 2 

[stereo] had a more 

sturdy feel which I liked. 

It also had less jingle 

 

I like the darker sound 

colour of the clothes and 

steps 

 

More ”enveloping” / 

”immersive”, with risk of 

the effect being a bit 

exaggerated 

 

The footsteps are 

perceived as more 

realistic. The sound 

image was also more 

defined. Mode 1 was 

perceived as more 

smudged 

 

The mono sound design 

of the mode 1 seems to a 

lack more depth than the 

second mode 

 

Steps felt more heavily 

and more realistic to me. 

(when walking) 

 

It feels more like you are 

in a room. More realistic 

 

Prefer mode 2 [stereo], it 

sucks you in a little 

more. Enveloping. You 

become the character 

instead of controlling it 

Feels more realistic 

and fluid, while 

mode 1 is a little 

jerky and the 

sounds play 

intermittently 

 

Table 11. Motivations from the choice of preference on level C. 
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Looking at the subjects preferring mono some similar motivations appears. Some claims that the 

mono stimuli are easier to pinpoint/listen to, which could be due to the lack of spatial 

information. There is only one place the mono stimuli can be, and that is in the center, which 

inevitably makes it easier to pinpoint.  

 

Only two subject that preferred mono motivated with words such as “realistic/real” compared to 

4 subjects that preferred stereo. The use of words such as “realistic” and not “believable” would 

mean that players prefer sounds with realistic attributes. This is interesting because the game is 

not a realistic representation of reality, but a simulation, and are therefore not “realistic”. Salen 

and Zimmerman (2014) claims that the player will always be aware of the game as a simulation, 

as merely playing the game with a controller or keyboard, looking at the GUI, pausing and 

writing in the chat constantly reminds them of this. Even though the fictional construct of the 

game is obvious, some subjects still seems to prefer a sensory replication of reality.  

 

Lastly, some motivations such as “I feel they both have their place” “They would be good for 

different situations/games” “mode 2 puts the player inside the avatars head […] which certainly 

suits psychological genres […]”. This might indicate that stereo foley could represent the feeling 

of “heighten sense of awareness”, when a person finds themselves in an unfamiliar situation. 

Spatial information in foley could therefore be used to imitate this, as a potential effect.  

 

8.6. Free form answers:  

As the subjects were allowed to give a free opinion if they noticed anything else about the sound 

design, some comments were standing out. Table 5 contains selected quotes from these 

comments (some translated), coded into four categories.  

 

Police sirens Footstep rhythm Overdriven stereo width Intensity 
It didn't feel too obvious 

to hear sirens due to 

there being no windows 

 
In B you could hear the 

ventilation, but while in 

A it sounded like you 

were closer to outside, 

especially when you 

heard the police 

 
Police car in room 1 

[stereo] […] 

 

Police sirens 

 

The police sirens outside 

the room felt more 

believable in room 1 

[stereo] 

 

The footsteps were 

a little uneven when 

running[…] 

 

The steps are a little 

uneven when it 

come to the weight 

of the impact when 

you are running 

The flashlight feels to wide even though 

the flashlight is in the center of the 

picture[…] 

 
If you had some mono sounding avatars 

that you encounter, the wide sound could 

be better but at the moment the wide sound 

together with the background sound 

sounds to wide together 

 
Mode 2 [stereo] had more depth to it but 

was a bit forced, maybe with more 

ambience it would be more realistic, since 

that way you wouldn't think about them as 

much? 

 

When you pick up the papers, I like mode 

1 as it sounds like it originates from the 

paper and mode 2 feels like the clothing 

sounds that the paper sounds originate 

outside the shoulders of the avatar 

Mode 2 was a 

bit more 

intense, typical 

horror game feel 

while mode 1 

felt more like 

FPS I suppose 

 
Room 2 [mono] 

felt more "in the 

face" and room 

1 [stereo] felt 

more ambient 

 

Table 12. Some of the subject’s free form remarks on the sound design from all levels.  
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One note that stands out all throughout the answers are the remarks on the police sirens that can 

be heard in the office level ambience. The issue seems to be that the sirens starts playing after a 

few minutes, resulting in them playing when most players have progressed to the second room. 

This should not be a problem as the players starting room on the office level have been divided 

equally amongst the subjects. However, it could be an issue due to the small amount of subject, 

especially as some subjects have based their decision upon the sirens.  

 

Another potential issue are the remarks on the uneven rhythm in footsteps. The unevenness is a 

side effect due to game logic, as the animations used did not loop perfect. This means that the 

uneven rhythm applies to all stimuli and not only one, as some subjects describe. Therefore, it 

must be another reason, or an imaginative difference in the cases where a subject has only heard 

the off rhythm on one stimulus. 

 

The third topic that is mentioned a lot is the overdriven stereo width. The amount of answer 

pointing this out might indicates that the players self-reference point could influence their 

perception of the width’s believability. A short person might have trouble identifying with an 

avatar that is tall, or vice versa. The sounds will unavoidably be different from avatar and the 

players real life reference point, making it hard to create a “one for all formula”. However, this 

instinct might be overridden amongst subjects with a more vivid imagination or open mind. 

 

The last topic ties back to the concept of heightened awareness, as a subject describes the stereo 

foley as “intense”. The same subject even mentions that mono foley would suit first-person 

shooters better, which would coincide with another subject that describes mono foley as “in the 

face”. This could be interpreted as “tunnel vision” which would suit an FPS game, where the 

player focuses their attention on the observed enemy/danger ahead, paying no attention to the 

rustle in the bush next to them. Contrasting this to a horror game, where a player traverses a 

graveyard in the night, and suddenly hears the rustle in the bush. The player would immediately, 

as in real life, start to listen after the most subtle change in the sound image.  

 

This shows that the nature of the game can have a huge influence on how much the player are 

open to detect. This also means that sound designers can direct attention, or disorient with audio. 

It would not make sense to hear the bush rustle when faced with a big tank in front of the player. 

The same could be said with stereo foley, as the amount of information would not be desirable, 

in worst case disorienting. However, these results might indicate that in an opposite situation, the 

addition of spatial information could trigger, or force the player in a sense of heightened 

awareness. 
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9. Discussion: 

9.1.  The results: 

Regarding games and realism, it is argued that all sound effects in a game should be perceived as 

believable, but not necessarily realistic. Then should game audio be a sensory replication of 

reality, especially as nothing else in the game is? Even though graphics and VR-games are 

starting to approach this area with photorealistic textures, 360 visual immersion and handheld 

controls, but are still far from perfect, nor yet available to every player due to hardware demands.  

 

A common topic that has been reoccurring is the one about reality and realism. Salen and 

Zimmerman (2014) mentioned the idea that the players will always be aware of the game as a 

simulation merely through playing, establishing that the game is nothing like real life. According 

to this then, SFX should not be created after a model of the real world. However, the subject’s 

motivations seem to indicate the opposite. Even though none of the quantitative data showed any 

statistically significant result in regards of the believability of either mono or stereo, the majority 

of subjects found both of them believable. An interesting finding from this is how the subjects 

motivated their preference and believability choice with words such as real and realistic. But do 

the subjects actually mean “realistic” as in real life, or do they use the term as a synonym after 

reading “believability” in the questionnaire?  

 

Some subjects did use the word believability, but the majority indicate that what they valued in 

the stimulus, according to them, were realistic attributes. They also provided both positive and 

negative qualitative descriptions for mono and stereo, which makes it clear that spatial 

information affects the believability. This indicates that each subject has their own criteria of 

what realistic is, or that mono and stereo foley both holds attributes that are deemed realistic by 

the subjects. But it also indicates that there is much more complexity regarding the believability 

of foley than anticipated. This is interesting though, because the test is grounded on the addition 

of real-life attributes, “spatial information”, and the subjects suggests that they preferred realistic 

attributes. If stereo foley is providing this cannot be answered with this study and needs more 

research before such statement can be uphold.  

 

Even though none of the stimuli can be labeled as more believable than the other, the question of 

preference is still interesting. Only the first playthrough (figure 19) showed any statistically 

significant results regarding the player’s preference, but both qualitative and quantitative data 

indicate that between mono and stereo foley, a majority of the players prefer stereo foley in a 

normal game environment as compared to the basic, grey environment of level C. However, the 

number of subjects that preferred stereo changes between level to level, which is interesting 

because precautions were taken to minimize the risk of over exposure from either stimulus and 

equalize the amount spent in either one. Therefore, the shift between level A & B is probably not 

caused by different time exposure. This means that there might be something with the stimuli that 

prompted the subjects to change their minds. As the subjects had a second time to play after 

reading the questionnaire, they could have listened more closely to the stimuli with believability 

and preference in mind, providing a more honest, but less intuitive result.  

 

One thing that can be noticed however, is the difference between how certain the subjects were 

when they chose a preference of either mono or stereo. Between mono and stereo, the majority 

that chose mono were more certain on their choice with less “slightly” answers relative to the 

amount of “full” answers. This is more obvious after the third playthrough as seen in figure 13. 

The most obvious answer to why this occurs would be that players normally listens to mono 
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foley and is therefore used to the norm of spatially narrow foley, as also mentioned by subjects 

in the experiment conducted by Hulthe (2018). It might therefore take time to adjust experienced 

players to stereo foley if it is utilized. However, not enough subjects displayed this kind of 

response in this test to draw a final conclusion.  

 

Another reason could be that the addition of spatial information appealed to them in some other 

sense, but still not perfect in some other regard. This suggests another issue, that when stereo 

foley is used, each player will bring their own subjective expectation about width, which means 

that there is not going the be a general formula for stereo width preference nor its believability. 

Stereo foley shares this problem with binaural foley, because every player is physically different 

from one another and their aural expectations is based upon their physical makeup. The size of a 

player, width and height will impact their perception of how they sound when moving. Taking in 

consideration that the results indicate that a lot of players based their opinion on how realistic the 

foley was, means that each subject compared both mono and stereo foley to how they perceive 

real life sonic events. This means, for example, that a small child might not be able to, or have 

trouble identifying with a large character and vice versa. Binaural audio has the future solution 

of individual HRTF-scans that players could load into the game and utilize their own binaural 

settings. Something similar could be done for stereo foley, where the subject could indicate their 

size, and the game would set the spatial information accordingly. This would however need a lot 

more research, where each foley aspect can be tagged with specific attributes such as length and 

size. Regardless, in cases where the avatar is, for example, a huge robot, imagination will remain 

key.  

 

Another interesting finding was the possible connection between stereo foley and a heightened 

sense of awareness that occurs in the “real world”, for example, when someone finds themselves 

in an unfamiliar or scary situation. The same awareness might be elicited in a game context, as 

many genres puts the player in a situation they’ve never experienced before, such as in space, a 

medieval castle and a fantasy forest, or simply trying to scare them. All these unfamiliar 

situations could have the potential of benefiting from stereo foley, with a gradual change over 

time, going from stereo towards mono when the player gets more used to or become familiar 

with their situation.  

 

A sense of heightened awareness might be implemented into the sound design deliberately by 

altering the spatial information of foley gradually during playtime, thus guiding the players 

subconscious behaviors, for example, throughout the escalation of a scary event. Imagine an in-

game scenario of walking through a graveyard in the middle of the night, with only a flashlight 

and you know there are wolves around this area. Suddenly you hear a growling noise and you 

freeze in your tracks, listening intensively to every sound around you (heightened sense of 

awareness). When looking around, you suddenly see the wolf in the bushes, and everything 

around you disappears and all you can see and focus on is the wolf (tunnel vision). The sound 

designer could gradually widen the stereo foley at the moment the player hears the growl, 

emulation the heightened sense of awareness effect. The designer could then collapse the foley 

into complete mono when the player sees the wolf, simulating tunnel vision. This off course 

would have to work alongside the general sound design as well. 
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9.2. Critique of method: 

One thing that could have yielded a more interesting result would have been to add a qualitative 

data part in the questionnaire regarding the subject’s motivations for their preference choice in 

level A & B. While analyzing the equivalent data from level c it was realized that by knowing 

why the subjects prefer one over the other would be valuable information, especially as it was 

shown that preference and believability might not correlate.  

 

The question that was asked when the subject could choose one mode as more believable missed 

an important part, which is if the other stimulus is at all believable or not. The subjects could 

choose that both where unbelievable, equally believable or that one was more believable, but this 

leaves out this important piece of information. It could be argued that this would show in the 

results, but it is hard to say in this case as the answers were highly divided. Even though this is a 

good question to ask, the amount of different options might become confusing and have a 

negative effect on the results.  

 

Looking at more specific problems that were found during the test, one example is the code bug 

that was found, where doors would stop working. Why this was happening is unclear, as the bug 

disappeared after the first day of testing. The second problem that was found were the sirens of 

the office levels ambience, which was not detected in the pre-study. This could have been 

combatted if more extensive debugging and testing were done before the test started.  

 

A potential issue that was discovered in hindsight is that the rapid switching between mono and 

stereo could be affecting each other. Going from one to the other results in the first stimulus 

acting like a reference towards the other. This would occur even if the subjects were not allowed 

to switch back, as they would always start with one or the other. But this was somewhat 

combatted using randomized starting points equally distributed amongst the subjects. However, 

allowing the subjects the opportunity to freely walk or change between them at the end of each 

level might have amplified the contrast, inadvertently making them prone to system effects that 

the randomizations was supposed to counteract. This could be the reason why many subjects 

argued that the stereo foley was “too wide”. More randomizations could have been done, but this 

was deemed unnecessary due to the small subject pool of 20 subjects.  

 

Regarding the subject pool, even though all the subjects were gamers, 50% of them were sound 

engineer students and therefore trained listeners, which is a vast minority when it comes to 

gamers. They are therefore overrepresented in this study which is needed to be mentioned. This 

was hard to work around as Luleå University of Technology in Piteå is a relatively small 

campus. Even though no tendencies were found through demographic data revolving sound 

engineer student, a test with no or only a few might have a completely different impact on the 

research.   

 

Another point of critique is about the stimuli, specifically that the stereo stimuli was too wide. It 

can be argued that this should have been detected in the pre study and adjusted accordingly. 

Even though some subjects in the pre study mentioned it being too wide, a decision was made to 

keep the stimulus width, as it was not deemed unbelievable by any subject. The biggest reason 

behind the decision however, was that there is no previous reference to be found regarding foley 

stereo width. It can therefore be said that a more extensive pre-study regarding the stereo width 

should have been done, which probably would have resulted in a more accurate stereo width as 

there now would be a reference.  
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9.3. Further research: 

Due to the fact that the thesis did not show any definite results and in combination with the 

possible discoveries derived from the subject’s motivation, one obvious step would be to repeat 

the test, or similar one, taking the previously mentioned shortcomings in consideration and with 

a higher focus on the qualitative aspects. This could result in new or perhaps similar results with 

a greater statistical significance.  

 

It would also be relevant to conduct a more in-depth test regarding the stereo width of each foley 

component, as it is indicated by several subjects that a narrower stereo field might have a 

positive impact on the believability of stereo foley. A test where the subjects could set the 

amount of side signal to their preferred likeness while playing could provide valuable insight 

into players preference and if there is a correlation between the foley’s believability and its 

width.  

 

A larger test could also be made where players would have a complete game level with one foley 

mode, spanning over a greater amount of time and then the next day play the same level but with 

the other foley mode. This would negate the rapid and obvious change between mono and stereo 

which might impact the players decisions or throw them of. It would also be interesting to see if 

a change of subject pool from “gamers” to “non gamer” would have an impact on the results. 

 

As there is a diverse plethora of stereo microphone techniques, it would make sense to try if a 

different technique such as A/B, X/Y or panned mono have a different or similar effect on the 

test, compared to M/S. Furthermore, as part of the test was based upon previous research around 

adding spatial information to foley through a binaural recording technique, a comparison can be 

made between stereo and binaural foley, focusing on believability or using the same questions as 

in this test.   

 

Another area that could be investigated is the comparison of stereo and mono foley in different 

genres, such as a horror or psychological game. Basing the test on the idea discussed above that 

stereo foley might emulate the subjects’ heightened sense of awareness, a research can be 

conducted with focus on the human mind and how it reacts sonically to a new, uncertain or 

unfamiliar situation.  
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9.4. Conclusions: 

This test was conducted to answer the question of if stereo foley is perceived as more believable 

than mono, and if there is a perceivable difference and preference between them? The research 

aimed to provide sound designers with information with which they could create a more 

immersive sound design and improve upon the recording process of commonly used types of 

avatar sounds in stereo. Below follows some key point that can be derived from this study:  

 

• It can be stated, with statistically significant results, that both mono and stereo foley is 

believable. However, it cannot be said with any statistical significance that either mono or 

stereo foley is more believable than the other. The data only indicates that a majority of 

the subjects find stereo foley to be more believable in a normal game environment.  

• Even though not statistically significant, the qualitative data indicates that the majority of 

subjects cannot pinpoint the targeted stimuli when asked to describe the differences 

between the rooms.   

• However, the qualitative data shows that spatial information brings something to foley 

that makes it more believable to some players. It is clear though that it needs more 

research around what attributes in the spatial information that actually prompts this.  

• It cannot be claimed with a statistical significance that there is a clear preference towards 

either mono nor stereo, but the qualitative data indicates that in a normal game 

environment, the majority of players tend to prefer stereo foley. Though the subjects that 

chose stereo was more uncertain on their choice, compared to the subjects that chose 

mono.  

• The qualitative data indicates that some subjects prefer sensory replication of reality in 

foley, rather than a perceived realism. This was indicated both in subjects that preferred 

mono and stereo foley, which implies that both hold attributes regarded as realistic, and 

that a combination of both might be perceived as more believable.  

• It can be argued that sound designer will not be able to create a standardized width setting 

for stereo foley, that works perfectly for everyone, due to the physically differences 

between humans.  

• A possible connection was found between stereo foley and a heightened sense of 

awareness. This opens up for interesting effects if sound designers choose to delve deeper 

into the subject and research it further.  

 

It is clear that more research is needed in the area, as stereo foley undeniably has attributes that is 

both preferred and rated as more believable by several subjects. However, this test brings a lot of 

information that sound designer could utilize and test in future games. The ultimate goal in the 

future would be a personal binaural setting for each player. It seems however to be a long time 

before that can be achieved. Stereo foley could therefore be a middle step, providing the players 

with something new to familiarize themselves with, and start to wean of the standardized mono 

foley.  
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Appendices: 

Appendix 1 - Main test instructions: 

 
Instructions for overall test:  
 
Hello and welcome to this listening test. You are going to play a short 
computer-game consisting of three levels, each with a corresponding 
questionnaire. Level A & B consists of 2 larger “rooms” separated by a 
red door. Level C will be explained in the questionnaire upon completion 
of level A & B.  
 
The structure of the test is the following:  
 

• Answer Demographic data 

• Read instructions for level A 

• Play level A -> Answer Questionnaire A 

• Read instructions for Level B 

• Play Level B -> Answer Questionnaire B 

• Read questionnaire C 

• Play level C -> Answer Questionnaire C 
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Instructions for Level A: 

You are a secret agent looking for 2 special documents, shown on the 
pictures below. Your mission for level A is to locate both of these secret 
documents. “Secret documents 1” is located somewhere in room 1 and 
“Secret documents 2” somewhere in room 2.  
 
Room 1 and Room 2 are two long hallways connected by a red door. This 
red door unlocks once you have found “secret documents 1”. You can 
then open the red door to proceed to room 2 and find the “secret 
documents 2”. The current room you are in is displayed in the top left 
corner of the screen. 
 

  
  Secret documents 1. Secret documents 2. 
 
You can answer the corresponding questionnaire for the level once both 
of the secret documents are found. You will be prompted by the game 
to answer the questionnaire once you have picked up the “secret 
documents 2”, but you are still allowed to play the game while 
answering.  
 
 
Press the “esc” button to start the game.  
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Instructions for Level B: 

This task is exactly like level A. You are a secret agent looking for 2 special 
documents, shown on the pictures below. Your mission for level B is to 
locate both of these secret documents. “Secret documents 1” is located 
somewhere in room 1 and “Secret documents 2” somewhere in room 2.  
 
Room 1 and Room 2 are two long hallways connected by a red door. This 
red door unlocks once you have found “secret documents 1”. You can 
then open the red door to proceed to room 2 and find the “secret 
documents 2”. The current room you are in is displayed in the top left 
corner of the screen. 
 

  
  Secret documents 1. Secret documents 2. 
 
You can answer the corresponding questionnaire for the level once both 
of the secret documents are found. You will be prompted by the game 
to answer the questionnaire once you have picked up the “secret 
documents 2”, but you are still allowed to play the game while 
answering.  
 
 
Press the “P” button to load Level B.  
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Controls: 
 
The only thing you can interact with in the game are some of the doors and the secret 
documents. Press “E” to open door of pick up documents.  
 
You can turn on a flashlight if it gets to dark. Press “F” to toggle flashlight.   
 
 

Walk: WASD 

Aim: Mouse 

Jump: Spacebar 

Sprint: Left Shift 

Interact: E 

Toggle Flashlight: F 

Paus Game: Esc 

Toggle Mode (Level C Only): 1 & 2 

Proceed to next level: P 
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Appendix 2 - Questionnaire:  
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Appendix 3 - Raw data from the main test: 
Participant. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Which mode. A. B. A. B. A. B. A. C. C.

What is your 

profession/study

?

Musiklärarstuden

t

Ljudteknik 

student år 2

Classical 

singing, (Opera)

musiker Studerar 

journalistik, radio

Ljudteknik Ljudteknik Ljudteknik Ljudteknik

On average over 

the last year, 

how many hours 

do you usually 

play a week?

12-Oct 10 28 6 12 8h 20-30 hrs 10 0.5

What kind of 

games do you 

play?

First-Person 

Shooter (FPS), 

Role-Playing 

Game (RPG), 

Platform, Sports

Role-Playing 

Game (RPG), 

Massively 

Multiplayer 

Online (MMO)

Massively 

Multiplayer 

Online (MMO)

First-Person 

Shooter (FPS), 

Role-Playing 

Game (RPG), 

Massively 

Multiplayer 

Online (MMO)

First-Person 

Shooter (FPS), 

Massively 

Multiplayer 

Online (MMO), 

Sportspel, som 

Fifa och NBA

First-Person 

Shooter (FPS), 

Role-Playing 

Game (RPG), 

Massively 

Multiplayer 

Online (MMO)

Massively 

Multiplayer 

Online (MMO)

First-Person 

Shooter (FPS), 

MOBA

Role-Playing 

Game (RPG), 

Multiplayer 

games (mario 

kart etc.)

Do you usually 

play with audio 

on?

Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.

Do you usually 

play on 

headphones or 

speakers?

Headphones. Headphones. Headphones. Headphones. Headphones. Speakers. Headphones. Headphones. Speakers.

Do you have any 

previous 

knowledge/exper

ience of sound 

design?

Yes. Yes. No. No. No. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.

Is level A 

complete?

Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.

How different are 

the sound-

designs in the 

rooms?

4 5 4 4 4 3 5 5 3
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Participant. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

If you notice any 

differences, how 

would you 

describe them?

Percieved 

volume 

difference in 

sirens. 

Footsteps sound 

roomier and like 

the floor is 

harder in room 1, 

along with the 

other movement 

sounds.

it is a difference 

in the 

protagonists 

sounds. walking 

and clothing has 

a more distinct 

and clear sound i 

the first room. 

Feels like it is 

more bas in the 

second room.

stegen kändes 

lite annorlunda 

men svårt att 

säga en markant 

skillnad

Lite tydligare i 

rum 2

Längre 

efterklang och 

mer "rum" i rum 

1.

no The second 

room has a 

binaural quality 

to the walking 

sound

As you were 

searching for the 

secret 

documents, did 

you prefer one 

room’s sound-

design more 

than the other?

Slightly prefer 

room 1.

Prefer both 

equally.

Slightly prefer 

room 2.

Prefer both 

equally.

Slightly prefer 

room 2.

Slightly prefer 

room 2.

Prefer both 

equally.

Prefer both 

equally.

Slightly prefer 

room 2.

As you were 

searching for the 

secret 

documents, was 

the sound-

design in one of 

the room’s more 

believable than 

the other?

Room 1 is more 

believable.

Neither of the 

rooms are 

believable.

Room 2 is more 

believable.

Room 1 & 2 are 

equally 

believable.

Room 2 is more 

believable.

Room 1 & 2 are 

equally 

believable.

Room 1 & 2 are 

equally 

believable.

Room 1 & 2 are 

equally 

believable.

Room 2 is more 

believable.
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Participant. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

If one is more 

believable than 

the other, or 

equally 

believable, what 

makes it so?

But the sound of 

the Air-con and 

clunks and 

random sounds 

is very typical for 

this environment 

in a game.

it felt more like 

real clothes-

sounds where a 

bit nicer to hear, 

not so harsh. 

Tho i liked the 

metallic sound 

when you where 

running in room 

1, i felt like i had 

keys in my 

pocket. it is 

clearer in room 1

Kändes mer 

autentiskt med 

fläkten som låter 

o bakgrunden 

och polissirener.

Båda rummen 

låter "naturliga" 

och trovärdiga.

Atmosfärerna 

upplevdes 

naturliga. 

Ganska mycket 

ventilationsljud 

och platsen lät 

ganska öde. Jag 

reagerade inte 

på fotsteg eller 

dörrar och i min 

världe betyder 

detta att det är 

realistiskt/trovärd

igt.

The more 

spacious sound 

design makes 

the second room 

just a bit more 

believable.

If neither is 

believable, what 

makes it so?

- I'd say that the 

levels are not 

fully believable 

but the game is 

immersive 

enough to get 

drawn in.

Is there anything 

else that you 

notice about the 

sound design?

The environment 

looks like an 

office building, 

and it didn't feel 

too obvious to 

hear sirens due 

to there being no 

windows.

polisbil i rum 1, 

papperna lät 

verkligt

nah didnt think of 

it at all

Ett ljud låter som 

att någon pratar 

och min tolkning 

var att det 

betydde att jag 

var på rätt spår.

Is level B 

complete?

Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.

How different are 

the sound-

designs in the 

rooms?

3 4 3 4 3 4 5 3 3
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Participant. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

If you notice any 

differences, how 

would you 

describe them?

Room 1 sounds 

more echoey 

and hard. I found 

them more 

different while 

playing at first 

then I did 

afterwards.

Jag upplevde 

skillnad på 

klädprasslet. Det 

lät som om det 

var mer i stereo i 

rum 2

it is almost the 

same 

differences as in 

the test A. 2 

seems more 

light in the colour 

of the sound and 

1 more dark or 

"filtered".

stegen kändes 

tyngre och 

släpigare i rum 

2, landningen 

efter hopp lär 

mer verklig i rum 

2

Lite mörkare, 

skrovligare ljud i 

rum 2 jämfört 

med 1

Större 

stereoeffekt i 

rum 2

no Dörrarna låter 

olika. I rum ett 

låter dörrarna 

med liknande 

utseende mer 

lika varandra än i 

rum två där 

dörrar som ser 

likadana ut låter 

väldigt olika.

Same as the last 

test but the 

rooms switched 

place sound-

wise.

As you were 

searching for the 

secret 

documents, did 

you prefer one 

room’s sound-

design more 

than the other?

Slightly prefer 

room 1.

Prefer room 1. Prefer room 1. Slightly prefer 

room 2.

Prefer room 1. Prefer room 1. Prefer both 

equally.

Prefer room 1. Slightly prefer 

room 1.

As you were 

searching for the 

secret 

documents, was 

the sound-

design in one of 

the room’s more 

believable than 

the other?

Room 1 is more 

believable.

Neither of the 

rooms are 

believable.

Room 1 is more 

believable.

Room 2 is more 

believable.

Room 1 is more 

believable.

Room 1 is more 

believable.

Room 1 & 2 are 

equally 

believable.

Room 1 is more 

believable.

Room 1 is more 

believable.
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Participant. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

If one is more 

believable than 

the other, or 

equally 

believable, what 

makes it so?

The locker-room 

style room 

makes for a 

more echoey 

sound.

Det är inte super 

stor skillnad på 

ljuden i de olika 

rummen. Man 

vänjer sig 

ganska fort vid 

hur olika objekt 

låter. Jag tycker 

inte klädprasslet 

låter väldigt 

trovärdigt men 

efter en stund så 

accepterer man 

att det är så det 

låter.

i feel that the 

first room is a 

little darker in the 

sound colour, 

witch makes it 

stand out less 

and blend in to 

the rest of the 

sounds.

stegen och 

landningen lät 

mer verkliga

Lite mer tydligt 

ljud, jämfört med 

det dova ljudet i 

rum 2

Rum 1 låter mer 

"naturligt" och 

trovärdigt.

- Jag förväntar 

mig att dörrar 

som ser likadana 

ut också låter 

mer lika än vad 

de gjorde i rum 

två

the stereo quality 

to the 

movements in 

room one make 

it a bit more real-

like.

If neither is 

believable, what 

makes it so?

-

Is there anything 

else that you 

notice about the 

sound design?

There was a 

staff-only room 

which had some 

interesting 

muffled sound. 

While it seems 

implausible to be 

in a locker room, 

the sound itself 

was entertaining 

and accurate.

Tycker att det 

var en mycket 

mer väl arbetade 

ljud i tes B 

gentemot test A. 

Klick när man 

tog fram 

ficklampan, 

röster från ett 

annat rum, mer 

lager för 

klädljuden när 

man rörde sig.

i love the sound 

of vents and 

people talking 

and everything. 

Seems like alot 

of work to put 

together, and 

feels almost 

scary.

hörde nån som 

pratade i ett rum 

väldigt dovt, det 

var snyggt

Känns som att 

det är en stor 

skillnad i 

klarheten i ljudet

I didnt think of 

the sound at all, 

it didnt change 

my focus

Rösterna 

försvann så jag 

hade inte 

samma 

ljudmässiga 

guide som jag 

hade i level A. 

Min instinkt var 

att dörrarnas ljud 

skulle vara en 

ledtråd men så 

var inte fallet.
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Participant. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

As you compare 

the sounds 

originating from 

the avatar in 

each mode, 

which mode do 

you prefer?

Slightly prefer 

mode 2.

Prefer mode 1 Slightly prefer 

mode 2.

Slightly prefer 

mode 1

Prefer mode 2. Slightly prefer 

mode 2.

Prefer mode 1 Slightly prefer 

mode 2.

Slightly prefer 

mode 2.

For what reason 

is that your 

choice?

I feel they both 

have their place, 

but mode 2 had 

a more sturdy 

feel which I liked. 

It also had less 

jingle.

Jag tycker det 

blir konstigt med 

ljuden då de är i 

stereo, vet inte 

varför, känns 

mindre påtagligt 

på något vis. 

Kanske beror på 

att jag är mer 

van vid att ha 

tramp i mono.

i like the darker 

sound colour of 

the clothes and 

steps.

Båda hade saker 

jag tyckte om. I 

mode 1 så låter 

stegen inte lika 

tunga vilket jag 

tycker känns 

mer verkligt. I 

mode 2 låter det 

närmre när man 

plockar upp 

pappren från 

bordet och det 

kändes mer som 

om jag själv 

hade plockat 

upp. Ficklampan 

låter väldigt lika i 

båda moden. I 

mode 1 känns 

byxorna lite mer 

verkligt då de 

inte låter lika 

raspigt som i 

mode 2

Känns mer 

verkligt och 

flytande, medans 

1 är lite ryckigare 

och ljudet 

kommer stötvis

Mer 

"omslukande"/"i

mmersive", med 

risk för att att 

effekten är 

aningen 

överdriven.

second one 

sounds to wider 

to be realistic

Fotstegen 

upplevs mer 

realistiska. 

Ljudbilden 

upplevs även 

mer definierad. 

Mode 1 

upplevdes lite 

mer utsmetad.

the mono sound 

design of the 

mode 1 seems 

to a lack more 

depth than the 

second mode.
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Participant. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

As you were 

running around, 

was the sound-

design of one 

mode more 

believable than 

the other?

1 & 2 is equally 

believable.

1 & 2 is equally 

believable.

2 is more 

believable.

2 is more 

believable.

2 is more 

believable.

1 is more 

believable.

1 is more 

believable.

1 is more 

believable.

2 is more 

believable.

If one is more 

believable than 

the other, or 

equally 

believable, what 

makes it so?

They both feel 

like they would 

be used by 

different 

characters. I can 

clearly hear a 

difference in type 

of shoe, so to 

speak.

Tycker inte 

stereo bilden 

påverkar hur 

trovärdig trampet 

är.

i think i the 

darker sound 

colour in mode 2 

makes it feel 

more soft and 

blen din to the 

rest of the 

sounds.

I språng låter 

mode 2 mycket 

mer realistiskt. 

raspigheten är 

inte lika skarp 

som när man går 

men finns ändå 

med. stegen är 

lite tyngre vilket 

jag tänker att det 

blir så fort man 

slungar sin kropp 

framåt snabbare.

För att det hade 

ett flyt som 

kändes mer 

verkligt

Stereoeffekten 

av Mode 2 är 

aningen 

överdriven för att 

låta "naturlig".

it feelt more real Föredrar mode 

2, sugs in lite 

mer I det. 

Omslutande. 

Man blir 

karaktären är att 

styra den.

the second 

mode is only 

slightly more 

believable. It 

feels like the 

stereo 

processing 

needs more 

cues and 

complexity 

(moving next to 

walls, early 

reflections etc.) 

to simulate real 

life well.

If neither is 

believable, what 

makes it so?

- - - - - - - (Jag hade 

förväntat mig att 

frekvensen på 

fotstegen ökat 

när man springer 

samt att 

ljuddesignen på 

dessa steg blev 

olika på olika 

underlag så som 

trappan.) 

[Subject 

changed their 

mind.]

-
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Participant. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Is there anything 

else that you 

notice about the 

sound design?

The air 

conditioning got 

lowered in 

volume. Also I 

believe the 

sirens stopped. 

They might have 

stopped in level 

B, but I didn't 

think of it.

Upplever absolut 

ingen skillnad på 

atmosfärljudet.

love flashlight 

sounds, that they 

are different for 

on and off. Love 

the details

stegen är lite 

ojämna när man 

springer när det 

kommer till 

tyngden vid 

nedslaget.

Att nummer 2 

har ett mörkare 

bakgrundsljud 

som jag tror gör 

detlajerna i 

gubben 

tydligare.

its hard to make 

a judgment on 

this test because 

you dont have 

any other 

reference 

sounds to work 

around, if you 

had some mono 

sounding avatars 

that you 

encounter, the 

wide sound 

could be better 

but at the 

moment the wide 

sound together 

with the 

bacground 

sound sounds to 

wide together.
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Participant. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Which mode. B. C. D. D. A. C. D. B. D.

What is your 

profession/study

?

Klassisk 

Kandidat

Klassisk 

kandidat

Ljudtekniker Ljudteknik Musiklärare Ljudteknik Studiomusikerlinj

en LTU, musiker

Study Ljudteknik

On average over 

the last year, 

how many hours 

do you usually 

play a week?

10+ 06-Apr 11-13 timmar 4 4 02-Jan 5 20 3

What kind of 

games do you 

play?

Mobile, League 

of Legends

Role-Playing 

Game (RPG), 

Nintendospel 

och pusselspel 

som Secret of 

monkey island

First-Person 

Shooter (FPS), 

Role-Playing 

Game (RPG), 

Massively 

Multiplayer 

Online (MMO)

First-Person 

Shooter (FPS), 

RTS

First-Person 

Shooter (FPS), 

Mobile

First-Person 

Shooter (FPS), 

Role-Playing 

Game (RPG)

Massively 

Multiplayer 

Online (MMO), 

Mobile

First-Person 

Shooter (FPS), 

FIFA

First-Person 

Shooter (FPS), 

Role-Playing 

Game (RPG), 

Massively 

Multiplayer 

Online (MMO)

Do you usually 

play with audio 

on?

Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. No. Yes. Yes.

Do you usually 

play on 

headphones or 

speakers?

Speakers. Speakers. Headphones. Speakers. Speakers. Headphones. Speakers. Headphones. Headphones.

Do you have any 

previous 

knowledge/exper

ience of sound 

design?

No. No. No. Yes. No. Yes. Yes. No. Yes.

Is level A 

complete?

Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.

How different are 

the sound-

designs in the 

rooms?

5 5 3 4 3 2 4 4 4
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Participant. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

If you notice any 

differences, how 

would you 

describe them?

Mer efterklang i 

vissa rum, tror 

jag.

the players 

character sound 

slightly different

tänkte inte så 

mycket på 

skillnader

Fotsteg och 

klädprassel låter 

som att det 

kommer 

framifrån i rum 1 

och i rum 2 

känns det som 

att fotsteg och 

klädprassel 

kommer mera 

bakifrån och runt 

om.

Can't pinpoint 

any difference, 

but level 2 felt 

slightly more 

discrete

I heard sirens in 

room 2.

Rum 1 hade 

element som 

surrade och 

personer bakom 

"staff only". 

Upplevde inte 

detta i rum 2 

som kändes 

tystare.

As you were 

searching for the 

secret 

documents, did 

you prefer one 

room’s sound-

design more 

than the other?

Prefer both 

equally.

Prefer both 

equally.

Slightly prefer 

room 1.

Prefer room 2. Prefer room 1. Slightly prefer 

room 2.

Slightly prefer 

room 1.

Slightly prefer 

room 2.

As you were 

searching for the 

secret 

documents, was 

the sound-

design in one of 

the room’s more 

believable than 

the other?

Room 1 & 2 are 

equally 

believable.

Room 1 & 2 are 

equally 

believable.

Room 1 & 2 are 

equally 

believable.

Neither of the 

rooms are 

believable.

Room 2 is more 

believable.

Room 2 is more 

believable.

Room 2 is more 

believable.

Room 1 is more 

believable.

Room 2 is more 

believable.
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Participant. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

If one is more 

believable than 

the other, or 

equally 

believable, what 

makes it so?

I think equally. I 

didnt notice any 

difference from 

the rooms. i 

think they had 

the same 

background 

noise.

Jag upplevde 

ingen skillnad 

mellan rummen

Tycker att ljuden 

lät trovärdiga, 

med tanke på 

rummets storlek.

låter mer troligt 

när det blev lite 

mörkare

rum 1 känns mer 

som man är van 

vid när man 

spelar och just 

känslan av att 

ljudet som 

karaktären gör i 

rum 2 kommer 

bakifrån gör att 

det känns 

otrovärdigt för 

mej

Room 2 felt like 

the sounds 

blended more

In room 2 I heard 

sirens quite 

clearly but it 

wasn't clear what 

caused them nor 

how they could 

be heard

Surrandet och 

personerna 

kändes inte helt 

äkta, surrandet 

dök upp för 

plötsligt och jag 

tror inte de flesta 

märker av ljudet 

av ett element till 

skillnad mot här, 

då det kändes 

som rätt 

påtagligt.

If neither is 

believable, what 

makes it so?

- The ambience 

would change 

somewhat when 

moving to a 

room with 

different 

design/architectu

re

Is there anything 

else that you 

notice about the 

sound design?

Ljudet av 

kläderna på 

personen när 

hen går var 

ganska 

effektfullt.

The ambience is 

pretty loud 

compared to the 

characters 

sounds

ljuden kändes 

korrekt med det 

kan gjorde

Jag tycker att 

ljuden från 

fläkten och 

rummet med 

mummel i rum 2 

låter bättre och 

mer realistiskt.

More ambience 

in room 2?

Stegen var lite 

ojämna vid 

springandet, och 

stegen passar till 

"klibbig 

skolmiljö", men 

lite mycket 

klädprassel 

kanske. Vid 

mindre steg 

hördes endast 

prassel och inget 

tramp.

Is level B 

complete?

Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.

How different are 

the sound-

designs in the 

rooms?

1 4 5 4 2 2 3 1 2
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Participant. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

If you notice any 

differences, how 

would you 

describe them?

You can hear the 

surronding 

sounds, like for 

example the 

water pipes in 

the bathroom or 

that you hear 

people in the 

room beside 

you.

Rum 2 hade 

aningen mjukare 

ljud för stegen

the players 

footsteps are 

different.

stegen låter 

annorlunda

I rum 1 kändes 

det som att 

fotstegen kom 

underifrån 

ungefär så som 

det gör på riktigt. 

I rum 2 kom 

ljudet mera 

framifrån och 

kändes så som 

det brukar göra i 

spel annars.

Footsteps 

changed in room 

2

The sound in 

room 1 is a little 

blurry and in 

room 2 the 

sound is harder. 

Room 2 had 

harder floor 

surfuce

Mono i rum 1, 

stereo i rum 2

As you were 

searching for the 

secret 

documents, did 

you prefer one 

room’s sound-

design more 

than the other?

Prefer both 

equally.

Slightly prefer 

room 2.

Prefer both 

equally.

Prefer room 1. Prefer room 1. Prefer room 1. Prefer room 1. Slightly prefer 

room 2.

Prefer room 1.

As you were 

searching for the 

secret 

documents, was 

the sound-

design in one of 

the room’s more 

believable than 

the other?

Room 1 & 2 are 

equally 

believable.

Room 2 is more 

believable.

Room 1 & 2 are 

equally 

believable.

Room 1 is more 

believable.

Room 1 is more 

believable.

Room 1 is more 

believable.

Room 1 is more 

believable.

Room 2 is more 

believable.

Room 1 is more 

believable.
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Participant. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

If one is more 

believable than 

the other, or 

equally 

believable, what 

makes it so?

I thought both 

was believe.

Jag tänker att 

ljudet från 

stegen var mer 

realistiskt i rum 

2, i rum 1 så lät 

det som att 

personens sulor 

var rätt hårda

Ljudet av 

fotstegen, 

ventilations-

surret.

Room 2 sounded 

like the footsteps 

could be playing 

out of phase. 

Room 1 

therefore 

sounded more 

natural

Just stegen låter 

mer "äkta" i rum 

1

Ljudet i rum 1 

kändes mera 

trovärdigt och 

därför mer 

behagligt.

The footsteps 

felt a bit forced 

in room 2 but 

very discrete and 

smooth in room 

1

Room 2 more 

believable hence 

it made more 

sense with the 

floor material

Även om fotsteg 

borde vara i 

stereo så kändes 

rum 2 alldeles 

för L/R-tung, 

som om jag 

hade fötterna en 

meter isär

If neither is 

believable, what 

makes it so?

-

Is there anything 

else that you 

notice about the 

sound design?

I feel like the 

sound in B was 

more believable 

than in A 

because of the 

way things 

sounded when 

you walked into 

different rooms. 

In B you could 

hear the 

ventilation, but 

while in A it 

sounded like you 

were closer to 

outside, 

especially when 

you heard the 

police.

Polis-sirener. No dörrarna låter 

bättre i rum 2

Polissirenerna 

utanför rummet 

kändes 

trovärdiga i rum 

1.

room 2 felt more 

"in the face" and 

room 1 felt more 

ambient

The people 

talking in the 

staff room 

sounded a little 

bit like they 

talked in a walkie-

talkie, the fan 

was quite 

realistic.

Jag tänkte nog 

bara på trampet, 

om det fanns 

skillnad i 

atmosfär eller 

liknande 

uppfattades inte 

det
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Participant. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

As you compare 

the sounds 

originating from 

the avatar in 

each mode, 

which mode do 

you prefer?

Slightly prefer 

mode 2.

Prefered both 

equally.

Prefer mode 1 Prefer mode 1 Slightly prefer 

mode 1

Prefered both 

equally.

Prefered both 

equally.

Prefer mode 1 Prefer mode 1

For what reason 

is that your 

choice?

Steps felt more 

heavily and more 

realistic to me. 

(when walking)

Jag hade svårt 

att höra någon 

skillnad mellan 1 

och 2

Låter verkligare, 

tycker att mode 

2 har ett 

"burkigt" ljud 

som inte låter 

som det kommer 

ifrån ljudkällan.

Easier to 

pinpoint the 

sounds and it 

feels more 

immersive and 

natural/inviting

man får lite mer 

inlevelse i mode 

1

I läge 1 låter 

klädprasslet mer 

realistiskt för mej 

då det känns 

som att den 

kommer från 

karaktären. I 

läge 2 låter det 

som att 

klädprasslet 

kommer utanför 

kararktären. 

Däremot gillar 

jag fotstegen i 

läge 2 bättre då 

det känns som 

att de kommer 

underifrån och 

ger mera reflexer 

från väggar mer 

som det är på 

riktigt. I läge 1 

låter det som att 

fotstegen 

kommer 

framifrån vilket 

känns konstigt.

They would be 

good for different 

situations/games

, to promote 

different feelings

It wasn't as 

"deep" and 

easier to listen 

to. Not heavy on 

the ears. It was 

more clear as 

well and "thin".

Känns som att 

mode 2 placeras 

spelaren i 

avatarens 

huvud, en slags 

omslutenhet 

(tänk galadriels 

röst i introt till 

LOTR) som 

säkert passar 

psykologiska 

spelgenrer, men 

utan ett klart 

tema ger mode 1 

en mer 

lättlyssnad och 

kontrollerad 

upplevelse.
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Participant. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

As you were 

running around, 

was the sound-

design of one 

mode more 

believable than 

the other?

1 is more 

believable.

1 & 2 is equally 

believable.

1 is more 

believable.

1 is more 

believable.

1 & 2 is equally 

believable.

1 & 2 is equally 

believable.

1 is more 

believable.

1 & 2 is equally 

believable.

1 is more 

believable.

If one is more 

believable than 

the other, or 

equally 

believable, what 

makes it so?

Number 1, 

because you 

sound lighter on 

your feet and 

that to me 

sounds more like 

running than 

heavy footsteps 

while running.

Jag hörde 

knappt någon 

skillnad mellan 

de olika ljuden

Pågrund av det 

jag tidigare 

skrev.

It's how I would 

expect it to 

sound in a real 

enviroment

man fick 

inlevelse i båda 

men ändå lite 

mer i mode 1

Samma som jag 

beskrev tidigare, 

jag gillar olika 

saker med de 

olika lägena och 

för mej känns 

det som att en 

blandning av de 

två hade gett det 

bästa resultatet.

1 was more 

neutral/discrete 

which is more 

like real life even 

though you got a 

better stereo 

perception from 

mode 2

They were both 

equally 

believable. Mode 

1 was more 

mono, mode 2 

more stereo. 

Even if one was 

lighter both were 

believable.

Samma 

argument som 

ovan, 2 känns 

nästan 

kakofonisk i 

jämförelse med 

1 som känns 

mer avskalad. 

Jag tror att din 

standard 

människa inte 

tänker på sina 

fotsteg till den 

grad att de 

uppmärksamma

s lika mycket 

som 2 

uppmärksammar 

dom.

If neither is 

believable, what 

makes it so?

- - - - - - - - -
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Participant. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Is there anything 

else that you 

notice about the 

sound design?

- The footsteps 

sound really 

heavy, nice!

nej När man plockar 

upp papper gillar 

jag läge 1 mer 

då det låter som 

att ljudet 

kommer från 

papperet och i 

läge 2 känns det 

som med 

klädprasslet att 

ljudet från 

papperet 

kommer utanför 

axlarna på 

karaktären.

Mode 2 was a bit 

more intense, 

typical horror 

game feel while 

mode 1 felt more 

like FPS i 

suppose. Mode 

2 had more 

depth to it but 

was a bit forced, 

maybe with more 

ambience it 

would be more 

realistic, since 

that way you 

wouldn't think 

about them as 

much?

The rubber 

sounds when 

walking were 

good, given the 

avatar seemed 

to have shoes 

that gave sounds 

of that. A little 

annoying as it 

always is. I 

heared it better 

in mode 2.

Lycka till :)
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Participant. 19 20

Which mode. C. D.

What is your 

profession/study

?

Journalist Ljudteknik

On average over 

the last year, 

how many hours 

do you usually 

play a week?

10-May 16

What kind of 

games do you 

play?

Role-Playing 

Game (RPG)

First-Person 

Shooter (FPS)

Do you usually 

play with audio 

on?

Yes. Yes.

Do you usually 

play on 

headphones or 

speakers?

Speakers. Headphones.

Do you have any 

previous 

knowledge/exper

ience of sound 

design?

No. Yes.

Is level A 

complete?

Yes. Yes.

How different are 

the sound-

designs in the 

rooms?

4 3
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Participant. 19 20

If you notice any 

differences, how 

would you 

describe them?

ljudet av skorna

As you were 

searching for the 

secret 

documents, did 

you prefer one 

room’s sound-

design more 

than the other?

Prefer both 

equally.

Slightly prefer 

room 1.

As you were 

searching for the 

secret 

documents, was 

the sound-

design in one of 

the room’s more 

believable than 

the other?

Room 1 & 2 are 

equally 

believable.

Room 1 & 2 are 

equally 

believable.
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Participant. 19 20

If one is more 

believable than 

the other, or 

equally 

believable, what 

makes it so?

If neither is 

believable, what 

makes it so?

Is there anything 

else that you 

notice about the 

sound design?

ljud "utifrån" när 

man går förbi 

vissa dörrar

Is level B 

complete?

Yes. Yes.

How different are 

the sound-

designs in the 

rooms?

3 2
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Participant. 19 20

If you notice any 

differences, how 

would you 

describe them?

mer ljud utifrån i 

rum 2

olika ambienser 

och olika 

prasselljud

As you were 

searching for the 

secret 

documents, did 

you prefer one 

room’s sound-

design more 

than the other?

Slightly prefer 

room 1.

Prefer room 2.

As you were 

searching for the 

secret 

documents, was 

the sound-

design in one of 

the room’s more 

believable than 

the other?

Room 1 is more 

believable.

Room 2 is more 

believable.
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Participant. 19 20

If one is more 

believable than 

the other, or 

equally 

believable, what 

makes it so?

Rum1 tyckte jag 

var mer 

trovärdigt för att 

man inte hörde 

ljud utifrån, det 

fanns inga 

fönster eller så, 

så undrade hur 

ljuden tog sig in i 

rum2.

ljudet i rum 2 

kändes mer som 

om det kom från 

runt om

If neither is 

believable, what 

makes it so?

Is there anything 

else that you 

notice about the 

sound design?

snyggt
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Participant. 19 20

As you compare 

the sounds 

originating from 

the avatar in 

each mode, 

which mode do 

you prefer?

Prefer mode 1 Slightly prefer 

mode 2.

For what reason 

is that your 

choice?

lättare steg Det känns mer 

som om det är i 

ett rum. Mer 

verkligt
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Participant. 19 20

As you were 

running around, 

was the sound-

design of one 

mode more 

believable than 

the other?

1 is more 

believable.

2 is more 

believable.

If one is more 

believable than 

the other, or 

equally 

believable, what 

makes it so?

Föredrog lättare 

steg, tänker att 

det är så jag 

uppfattar att det 

låter i verkliga 

livet.

det känns mer 

som om ljudet är 

i ett faktiskt rum

If neither is 

believable, what 

makes it so?

- -
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Participant. 19 20

Is there anything 

else that you 

notice about the 

sound design?

ficklampan 

känns bred även 

fast ficklampan i 

bild är i mitten. 

Det blir osynk 

mellan bild och 

ljud.
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